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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT OVERVIEW 

Syncrude Canada Ltd. (Syncrude) is applying to the Alberta Energy and Utility Board (AEUB) 
and Alberta Environmental Protection for approval to construct and operate a new oil sands mine 
and associated bitumen processing facilities, collectively referred to as the Aurora Mine. 

The Aurora Mine will be located approximately 70 km northeast of Fort McMurray on the east 
side of the Athabasca River. The geographic area covered by the proposed mine contains in 
excess of 700 million cubic metres (Mm3

) of recoverable bitumen. 

Two mining areas will be opened in a phased manner. Aurora Mine North located on oil sands 
Leases 10, 12 and 34 will be opened first. This will be followed by mine opening at Aurora 
Mine South, located on Lease 31. 

Each mining area will be supported by two extraction trains, individually capable of producing 
6.25 Mm3 of bitumen per year, for a total annual capacity of 25 Mm3

. Each area will be provided 
with support utilities and staff facilities. Service corridors to each mine will contain power 
connections to the Alberta grid, natural gas pipelines, product lines to a terminal facility adjacent 
to the existing Syncrude Mildred Lake Facility, hot water and diesel fuel lines from the Mildred 
Lake plant, and road connections to Highway 963. 

This Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report was prepared in accordance with the Final 
Terms of Reference provided to Syncrude by Alberta Environmental Protection (AEP) on 
November 17, 1995 (see Appendix A). The report reflects requirements prescribed under the 
Alberta Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (AEPEA). Table 1.1.1 cross references 
the requirements in the EIA Terms of Reference with the information provided in the EIA and in 
the Application. Syncrude engaged the services of BOV AR Environmental ("BOV AR") to direct 
the preparation of an environmental and socio-economic impact assessment of the Aurora Mine. 
BOV AR has undertaken that assignment with the assistance of experts in certain discipline areas 
from the firms of AGRA Earth and Environmental, Golder Associates, Lifeways Canada and 
Nichols Applied Management. BOV AR has also relied on Syncrude to provide detailed 
information regarding the history of Syncrude, the Aurora Mine Project itself, and the public 
consultation process. Portions of the EIA relating to these issues have been jointly prepared by 
BOV AR and Syncrude. The assessment of potential environmental, historical resource and 
socio-economic impacts are those of the independent experts assigned to their respective aspects 
of this EIA (see Acknowledgements). 

1.1 Company History and Profile 

Syncrude is presently the largest producer of high quality, light, sweet crude oil from the oil 
sands of northeastern Alberta, one of the world's most abundant hydrocarbon resources 
(Figure 1.1.1) 

Syncrude began operations in 1978 at its Mildred Lake Facility, located approximately 40 km 
north of Fort McMurray on Leases 17 and 22, located on portions of Township 93, Ranges 10 
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Figure 1.1 .1 Location map ofSyncrude and the Athabasca Oil Sand Deposit. 



and 11, West of the 4th Meridian. The Mildred Lake Facility consists of a large open pit oil 
sands mine, bitumen extraction plant, upgrading facilities and utilities. 

In the process, oil sand is mined, bitumen is extracted from the oil sand using steam and hot 
water, and upgraded into a synthetic crude oil of a light sweet refinery stock quality called 
Syncrude Sweet Blend (SSB). SSB is produced by fluid coking, hydroprocessing, hydrotreating 
and reblending. The final product is delivered by pipeline to three Edmonton area refineries and 
to two pipeline terminals, which transport it to refineries in Canada and the U.S. 

The initial design capacity of the Mildred Lake Facility was 39.6 million barrels per year 
(6.3 Mm3/yr). In 1983 Syncrude announced a major capital investment program to increase the 
Mildred Lake capacity from 109 000 to 150 000 barrels per day. The $1.2 billion Capacity 
Addition Project and Debottlenecking program took 5 years to complete. 

As a result of this program and other efficiency improvements, the annual production of SSB at 
Syncrude grew to 46.9 million barrels in 1985, 54 million barrels in 1988, and 60.3 million 
barrels by the end of 1992. In 1993,' hydrotransport was added to the existing Auxiliary 
Production System and in 1995, Syncrude produced nearly 74 million barrels of SSB. This is 
equivalent to 14% of Canada's total annual crude oil requirements. 

The ore reserves at Mildred Lake are adequate to support another 20 years of production at 
present rates of nearly 12 Mm3/yr of SSB. However, ore quality at Mildred Lake is declining and 
overburden thickness is increasing. These factors combine to restrain production and drive up 
costs. Syncrude' s current oil sand mining areas are also nearing a time when they will be 
depleted, requiring a move to new mining areas either on Leases 17 and 22 or on new leases. 
The proposed Aurora Mine is Syncrude's base for future production drawing on the extensive 
reserves and high quality ore bodies of Leases 10, 12, 31 and 34. 

Ownership of Syncrude has evolved over the years. The joint venture was formed in 1975, when 
the Government of Canada, Alberta and Ontario purchased 15, 10 and 5% of the project, 
respectively. Imperial Oil Ltd. obtained 31.25%, Canada-Cities Service had 22%, and Gulf Oil 
Canada Limited had 16.75%. In addition, Alberta Energy Company Ltd. was given an option to 
purchase up to 20% of the Syncrude project. 

During the intervening years, various partners came and went, and today the Syncrude joint 
venture is owned by the following ten partners. 

• Alberta Energy Company Limited 10.00% 
(with a 7% gross overriding royalty on another 10%) 

• AEC Oil Sands Limited Partnership 5.00% 
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Gl Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd. 7.23% 

e~~ Gulf Canada Resources Limited 9.03% 

• Imperial Oil Resources 25.00% 

• Mocal Energy Limited 5.00% 

• Murphy Oil Company Ltd. 5.00% 

• PanCanadian Gas Products Ltd. 10.00% 

• Petro-Canada 12.00% 

• Athabasca Oil Sands Investment Inc. 11.74% 

Syncrude Canada shall develop, manage and operate the Aurora Mine. Syncrude' s address, and 
the contact person with respect to environmental aspects of the Aurora Mine are: 

Syncrude Canada Ltd. 
P.O. Bag 4009 
Fort McMurray, Alberta 
T9H 3Ll 

Attention: 
Title: 

Phone: 
Fax: 

1.2 Proposed Development 

Bruce Friesen, M.D. X200 
Manager, Environment 

(403) 790 7813 
(403) 790 7808 

The Aurora Mine will involve the development of two mining areas, two extraction facilities, and 
two sets of utilities (Figure 1.2.1): 

• The first mining area will be Aurora Mine North, which will be opened in 2001 on 
Lease 34 and will move north onto Lease 10, and then further west on Leases 34 and 12. 
This mining area will support two bitumen extraction trains producing, in total, a nominal 
12.5 Mm3 /yr of bitumen equivalent, and utilities. 

• The second mining area, Aurora Mine South, will be opened around 2008 on Lease 31. 
The development plans for Aurora Mine South will be similar in nature to those of 
Aurora Mine North. This mining area will also support two bitumen extraction trains, 
producing a nominal 12.5 Mm3 /yr of bitumen equivalent, and utilities. 
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Layout of the Aurora Mine 
project components for the 
Local Study Area. 
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1.2.1 Topography and Physiography 

Figure 1.2.2 presents a photomosaic of the Local Study Area and the components of the Aurora 
Mine. 

Leases 12 and 34 lie in the east central portion of the Athabasca River Lowlands, which is 
characterized by broad, generally muskeg covered, interior plain. Regionally, the lowlands are 
bounded by high plains and uplands to the east, south, and west, and by the Athabasca Delta 
Plain region to the north. Locally, however, the lease area is bounded by the Athabasca River to 
the west, by the lowlands and Muskeg River to the east, by Fort Hills uplands to the north, and by 
open plains to the south. 

The relief is low, except where the Muskeg River has been entrenched for a short distance on 
Lease 13, upstream from its confluence with the Athabasca River. On the National Topographic 
System topographic maps, the highest elevation is at 302 m, near the centre of Lease 34; the 
lowest is about 230 m, at the Athabasca River; and the top of the escarpment along the western 
edge of Lease 12 is about 270m. 

The main topographic features, besides the incision of the Athabasca River, are a series of 
northwest-southeast ridges with intervening muskeg lows. The dry ridges consist of roughly 
stratified sand, gravel, and boulder beds, which appear to thin out in the lows and are concealed 
by a veneer of muskeg. 

The main drainage of the area is provided by the Athabasca River, with a valley incised into the 
interior plain to depths of 60 to 90 m, and its tributary streams. The Athabasca River lies on the 
western edge of Lease 12. In the uplands the Muskeg river watershed and its tributaries are well 
drained and exhibit steep gradients and well defined channels. The Muskeg River flows through 
the southeastern comer of Lease 34. Upon entering the lowlands, the drainage typically is 
poorer, with less defined channels, considerably flatter gradients, and large areas of muskeg. 

1.3 Project Description and Development Schedule 

1.3.1 Project Description 

The Aurora Mine represents the first opportunity for Syncrude to apply, as a comprehensive 
coherent package, technologies resulting from the past 10 to 15 years of research and 
development into oil sands mining and extraction. 

The Aurora Mine consists of open pit mines, hydrotransport of oil sand, extraction of bitumen 
from oil sand and transport of bitumen froth to the Syncrude Mildred Lake Facility. 

The initial phase of development will begin around 1999 (with oil sand mining beginning in 
2001) at Aurora Mine North at the preferred single mine pit opening located in the East Ore 
Zone. As the East Ore Zone becomes depleted, mining will move to the Central and eventually 
to the West Ore Zone, which is projected to be mined out by the year 2040. The mined out areas 
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will be progressively reclaimed. When reclamation is completed at Aurora Mine North, the East 
and Central mine areas and the tailings disposal site will have been reclaimed as uplands and 
wetlands, and the West Zone will have been converted into a lake. Mining at Aurora Mine South 
is projected to begin sometime after the year 2008, and will employ the same progressive 
reclamation philosophy used at Aurora Mine North. 

The areas of land that will be disturbed by development of the various components of the Aurora 
Mine are summarized in Table 1.3.1. A total of 15 171 ha will be distributed, 7781 ha for Aurora 
Mine North and 7304 ha for Aurora Mine South, and 86 ha for the common utility corridor. 

1.3.1.1 Mining 

1.3.1.1.1 Aurora Mine North 

Aurora North will be the initial area mined with a single mine pit opening located in the East Ore 
Zone. The mine pit will supply oil sand feed at a nominal rate of 50 million tonnes per year 
(Mt/yr) to each of two extraction trains. The initial extraction train will commence operations 
when the mine itself opens. The second extraction train will commence operations one to six 
years later, also in the East Pit. Each extraction train will have a nominal production capacity of 
6.25 Mm3 /yr of bitumen. The extraction plant for Aurora Mine North will be located in the south 
central area of Lease 34 and initial tailings deposition will occur on the eastern end of Lease 34. 
The product, a 60% bitumen froth, will be transported via pipeline to a terminal facility adjacent 
to the Syncrude Mildred Lake Facility for cleaning and shipment for upgrading, initially at 
Mildred Lake. 

Mining at Aurora Mine North will continue until all economic ore within the proposed mining 
area has been recovered. With existing geological information and presently proposed mining 
rates, Aurora Mine North will be in operation for approximately 40 years. Overburden removal 
capacity and utility generation will be adjusted as appropriate to match the plant bitumen 
production capacity. 

The first production train at Aurora Mine North will replace production from the northwest 
quadrant in the West Mine at Mildred Lake. The second production train in Aurora Mine North 
will replace production from the southwest quadrant at Mildred Lake. 

1.3.1.1.2 Aurora Mine South 

The Aurora Mine South mining area is located on the northern portion of Lease 31, and includes 
the former OSLO mine area, as well as the ore zones within Lease 31 to the east and northeast of 
the proposed mine. There are sufficient reserves for the mining to continue to 2035 for a two 
train operation at the nominal rate of 55 Mt/yr per train. 
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The extraction plant will be located on Lease 13 adjacent to the east side of the tailings disposal 
site. The main overburden disposal site will be south of the mine site on Lease 31 with two 
temporary sites; one north of the mine site on Lease 31 and one north of the tailings disposal site 
on Lease 13. 

Train 3, the first of two trains at Aurora Mine South, will start production about 2008 in the 
southwest comer of the orebody. Train 4, the second of the two trains for Aurora South, will 
start production about 2015. 

1.3.1.2 Extraction 

Figure 1.3.1 illustrates the basic mining and extraction processes to be used for the Aurora Mine. 
Development of all mining areas will take advantage of established procedures now in place at 
Syncrude. Shovel/truck mining will be employed to strip overburden and to mine the oil sands. 

• Various studies conducted in the past several years by Syncrude have clearly shown the 
shovel/truck method as the superior method of mining, economically, operationally and 
environmentally at this time. 

• The sequence of mining activities will be as follows: tree clearing, muskeg drainage, 
stream diversion and overburden dewatering, reclamation material salvage and use, 
overburden removal, oil sand mining, and backfilling of mined out areas of the pit, final 
grading and reclamation. 

• The mined oil sand will be hauled to the in-pit crusher and then transferred to the 
cyclofeeder. After passing through the crusher/cyclofeeder, the oil sand slurry will be 
hydrotransported by pipeline to the plant sites. 

• The bitumen will be extracted as a froth using the preferred Low Energy Extraction 
Process. In this process oil sand, at a feed rate of about 8000 tlhr, will be mixed with 
water at about 40°C in a cyclofeeder to form a slurry at about 25°C. The slurry will be 
pumped in a pipeline to the extraction plant. A few hundred metres before the slurry 
reaches the extraction plant, air and process chemicals (kerosene and methyl-isobutyl 
carbinol) will be added to aid the bitumen separation process. 

The bitumen separation process will take place in two stages: primary separation and secondary 
separation. Both separation stages involve gravity separation. The underflow from the primary 
separator will be re-aerated and passed to the secondary separator for maximum bitumen 
recovery. The froth from both separators will be heated and cleaned as it flows out of the vessels 
by injection of hot water into the froth layer (Froth Underwash). The froth flows by gravity into 
a de-aerator (similar to those in current use at the Mildred Lake Facility), where it will be 
contacted with live steam to remove air and heated to about 55°C. The resulting de-aerated froth 
will then be pumped to a surge tank prior to being transported by pipeline, using the Natural 
Froth Lubricating Process, to the Mildred Lake Facility. 
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Given that this process is still under development, in the event that the performance of the 
process falls seriously short of expectations, a variant of the Warm Slurry Process will be used as 
a contingency. More details on both these and other extraction options evaluated for the Aurora 
Mine are presented in the Application. 

1.3.1.3 Tailings 

Initial tailings placement at each mine area will be conventional and out-of-pit. The tailings 
placement will consist of a tailings settling basin and a sand disposal area surrounding the basin 
and is referred to as a partitioned pond (Figure 1.3.2). The construction water produced from the 
sand disposal area will be returned to the tailings settling basin for plant re-use. The tailings 
settling basin allows fines to settle and provides fines containment. A minimum area of surface 
disturbance is planned for the out-of-pit tailings disposal site. Out-of-pit overburden and sand 
tailings deposits will be sufficient to develop working room in-pit for placement of composite 
tailings. These above-ground deposits will be reclaimed as stable elevated dry land. This 
includes the tailings settling basin, which will be in-filled with tailings to create a stable sand 
structure after in-pit area is available for use as a settling basin. 

With the initiation of the Composite Tailings (CT) process, the volume of stored fine tailings will 
start to decrease and reach a minimal reclaimable inventory upon cessation of operations. 
Acceptable fine tails management options presently exist for dealing with the reclamation of the 
remaining inventory. Some of these options include water capping and freeze thaw. Final 
decisions on the most appropriate option for dealing with the remaining inventory will be made 
at the appropriate time. 

The landform surface created by the CT process will become capable of bearing traffic with time 
and may be reclaimed as a gently undulating terrain. A 1m sand capping layer may be needed to 
improve surface bearing capability for reclamation. This sand capping layer would be placed at 
the end of CT placement. Surface drainage, along with seepage from the deposit (that will 
decline over time), will be incorporated into a wetland marsh to enhance water quality leaving 
the reclaimed area. 

The in-pit disposal for Aurora Mine North will progress from the east to the west as the mined 
out areas become available. CT will be placed in both the East and Center Pit areas, with the 
West Pit not planned to contain any tailings. 

Aurora Mine South will use a similar tailings management concept, with an out-of-pit site for the 
first years followed by in-pit disposal towards the end of mining operations. As Aurora Mine 
South is a deeper mine than the initial location on Aurora Mine North, more time is required 
before CT is placed in-pit. Aurora Mine South is a single large orebody and, consequently, more 
internal structures are needed to accommodate CT placement. The in-pit disposal will be staged 
to allow for progressive reclamation. 
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1.3.1.4 Transportation and Utility Corridor 

The preferred pipeline/roadway/utility corridor and river crossing to be used for the Aurora Mine 
are illustrated in Figure 1.3.3. The access corridor to the Aurora Mine areas will start from the 
existing Mildred Lake Facility and will be common to both Aurora Mine North and Aurora Mine 
South to a point 7 km northeast of the Peter Loughheed Bridge. From that point, separate 
routings will be required as shown. 

The preferred corridor was selected after completing a comprehensive selection process. The 
preferred corridor was determined to have lower environmental impacts compared to most 
alternative corridors, while still being cost effective and technically feasible from a geotechnical 
and engineering perspective. 

Traffic levels associated with the Aurora Mine during the construction and operation phases are 
summarized in Table 1.3.2. During the construction phase, there will be a total of 240 one-way 
trips by vehicles associated with the Aurora Mine, and during the operation phase 170 one-way 
trips (Table 1.3.2). Traffic from the Aurora Mine will increase current traffic levels on various 
portions of Highway 963 and 969 from 5% to 46% during the construction phase, and from 4% 
to 32% during the operations phase (Table 1.3.3). 

1.3.1.5 Utilities 

The on-lease thermal-electric generating arrangement for the Aurora Mine is shown in 
Figure 1.3.4. Train 1 will consist of a Gas Turbo Generator (GTG) with exhaust directed to a 
Once Through Steam Generator (OSTG). The GTG will be base loaded at a maximum of 48 to 
50 MW while the OSTG will be utilized at a nominal rate of 57 kg/sat 2070 kPa(g). 

There will also be two packaged boilers each nominally rated for 50 kg/s at 2070 kPa(g), which 
will provide additional steam generation for the plant to meet fluctuating demands. Exhaust 
from these units will be routed to a common stack. Exhaust temperature is anticipated to be 
approximately 188°C. 

A high voltage electrical transmission line will be required by Aurora for supplemental and back
up power, and will also provide a means by which Aurora could export surplus electrical power 
to the Alberta Interconnected System. Discussions are currently underway concerning the 
construction of a new 144 kV substation from Mildred Lake to Aurora. At each mine location a 
new 144 kV substation will be constructed and the voltage stepped down to 72 kV and 13.8 kV 
for on-site transmission and distribution. 

Sewage during the construction phase will be trucked off-site b a contractor, and during the 
operations phase will be recycled into the process-affected water system. 
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One element of the overall energy management strategy is the import of an energy stream in the 
form of "hot water". This stream, which will be imported from the existing Mildred Lake 
Facility, will serve two purposes. It will provide process make-up water to Aurora and, at the 
same time, will provide for the transfer of surplus heat from Mildred Lake. 

Expected Mildred Lake Facility hot water export volumes and temperatures are as follows: 

• Aurora Train 1 and 2: 

• Aurora Train 3 and 4: 

1700 m3/h at 75°C and increasing to 3300m3/h at 73°C after 
start-up of Aurora Train 2. 

• Aurora's external process water make-up requirements will gradually drop over time 
resulting in changes in volume and temperature of the water exported from Syncrude's 
Mildred Lake Facilities. 

1.3.2 Development Schedule 

The two bitumen trains at Aurora Mine North are projected to commence operations in 2001 and 
2005, respectively, and Aurora Mine South is projected to commence operations sometime after 
2008, with expansion projected around the year 2015. The development schedule for 
components of the Aurora Mine Project is presented in Figures 1.3.5a and 1.3.5b. 

1.3.3 Legal Description of Oil Sand Leases 

Oil Sands Leases 10, 12, 31 and 34 make-up the Aurora Mine. Leases 10, 12 and 34 are 
combined into Aurora Mine North and Lease 31 is Aurora Mine South. 

• Oil Sands Lease 7276030T12 (Lease 12) is legally described as comprising Township 
(Twp.) 96, Range (Rge.) 10, West of the Fourth Meridian (W4M), Sections (Sees.) 5, 6, 
7, 8; and Twp. 96, Rge. 11, W4M, Sees. 1, 12, and those portions of Sees. 2 and 11 lying 
east of the Athabasca River. Lease 12 covers an area of 1669.6 ha. 

• Oil Sands Lease 7280110T34 (Lease 34) comprises Twp. 96, Rge. 9, W4M, Sees. 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9; and Twp. 96, Rge. 10, Sees. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12. The leases stretch in an 
east-west direction in a narrow strip of 3.3 km in width and 10 km in length. Lease 34 
covers an area of 3651.5 ha. 

• Oil Sands Lease 7276050T10 (Lease 10) is legally described as comprising Twp. 96, 
Rge. 9, W4M, Sees. 16 to 21, inclusive and Sees. 28 to 29 inclusive; Twp. 96, Rge. 10, 
W4M, Sees. 13 to 18, inclusive and Sees. 23 and 24; Twp. 96, Rge 11, W4M, Sec. 13 
and that portion of the east half of Sec. 14 lying to the east of the right bank of the 
Athabasca River. Lease 10 covers an area of 4545.4 ha. 
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Figure 1.3.5a Schedule for development of Aurora Mine North from 1996 to 2006 
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8 Oil Sands Lease 7280100T31 (Lease 31) is legally described as 4-07-095: 6, 4-08-093: 
1:2:11-14:23-26:27M:34-36, 4-08-095: 1-5; 6E: 7E 8-17; 18 SE; 20-29; 32-36, and all 
statutory road allowances lying within the outer limits of the above described lands. 
Lease 31 covers an area of 19 948.3 ha. 

These mining areas are located east of the Athabasca River approximately 70 km north of the 
City of Fort McMurray in the Municipality of Wood Buffalo, Alberta, and approximately 500 km 
northeast of the city of Edmonton. The closest community is Fort McKay on the west bank of 
the Athabasca River, approximately 15 km southwest of the project site. 

Access from Edmonton to Fort McMurray is by all-weather highway and air. Access to the 
Aurora Mine North leases is via the extension of Highway 963 along the east side of the 
Athabasca River, and along an unpaved road leading to the AGT tower at the Birch Hills. 
Access to Aurora Mine South is also via Highway 963 and along an unpaved road known locally 
as the Canterra road. 

1.4 Project Need and Alternatives 

Syncrude presently produces an average of 200 000 barrels (32 000 m3
) per day of high quality 

synthetic crude oil, representing approximately 14% of Canada's annual petroleum requirements. 
This makes Syncrude the largest single source of crude oil and the second largest producer in 
Canada. 

The oil reserves at Syncrude's Mildred Lake mines are adequate to support another 20 years of 
production at presently projected rates of nearly 12 Mm3 /yr. However, oil sand quality at 
Mildred Lake is declining and overburden thickness is increasing. These factors combine to 
restrain production and drive up costs. As a result, Syncrude examined several options for the 
future of their oil sands mining operation. 

• The first option considered was a continuation of the bitumen supply portion of the plan 
submitted to the Energy Resources Conservation Board in 1993. This option would 
continue bitumen production operations within the economic limits of the existing 
reserves on oil sands Leases 17 and 22. Syncrude would then move into an orderly wrap
up of operations. This translates into the operation of four bitumen production trains at 
the Mildred Lake Facility through 2014, two bitumen production trains in 2015, with all 
bitumen production facilities out of service by the end of 2015. A period of final 
reclamation of existing Leases 17 and 22 sites would follow. This option would provide 
enough bitumen to support Stage 1 expansion of the Mildred Lake Upgrading facilities in 
1997. Any future expansions of the Upgrading complex (or continued operation after 
2015) would require the purchase of large volumes of low cost bitumen from alternate 
sources. 

• The second option involves the development of the Aurora Mine. The Aurora Mine 
option would start a single bitumen production train operation in 2001 followed by a 
second in 2005, a third in 2008 and a fourth in 2015. In this option, mining at the 
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Mildred Lake Facility would continue at a level to support two bitumen production trains 
until economic reserves have been used. This translates into continued Mildred Lake 
operation until 2040. The Aurora Mine would continue operation until economic 
reserves on Leases 10, 12, 31 and 34 have been exhausted. This production level would 
support Stages 2 and 3 of the Mildred Lake expansion plans and would supply up to 8 
Mm3 of bitumen for sales between 2015 and 2040. 

The decision was made to pursue the Aurora Mine option. 

1.4.1 Major Project Features- Options Considered 

In support of Syncrude's planning efforts and its Application for Approval of the proposed 
Aurora Mine, a number of options or alternatives were considered for many of the major project 
features including: 

• Mine opening location options, 
• Plant site selection options, 
• Tailings site selection options, 
• Tailings deposition plan options, 
• Extraction process options, 
• Corridor route selection options, 
• Thermal electric power generation options, and 
• Water make-up options. 

In each case, environmental, engineering and economic criteria appropriate to the component 
under consideration were evaluated to select the preferred options for each of the major Aurora 
Mine features. The following is a brief summary of the various alternatives considered for the 
major project features. Further information on each of these features is provided in the 
Application. 

Where the preferred option for the process or component is still under development, the 
contingency option is presented. This EIA does not specifically address the environmental 
impacts of the contingency options. 

1.4.1.1 Mine Opening Location Options 

A total of three mine opening location options were evaluated for the Aurora Mine North and 
three for the Aurora Mine South (Figures 1.4.1 and 1.4.2). 

For Aurora Mine North environmental, engineering and economic considerations were used to 
evaluate each of the options. Based on the analysis, the preferred mine opening for Aurora Mine 
North was selected in the East Ore Zone. This option was determined to offer the earliest 
opportunity to transfer tailings to in-pit, was most supportive of the progressive reclamation 
philosophy, and offered a lower unit cost per barrel of bitumen over the initial 10 years of 
operation. 
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Figure 1.4.1 Mine opening location options and plant site location options for Aurora Mine North. 
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Figure 1.4.2 Mine opening location options and plant site location options for Aurora Mine South 



Unlike Aurora Mine North, Aurora Mine South will have only one mine pit and all of the options 
considered would be mined out during the first years of operation regardless of starting location. 
This limited the spatial variations between the mine opening options and removed the ties 
between mine opening location and plant site location. As a result, a more simplified selection 
process was used and Option 3, the site previously selected by the OSLO project, was determined 
to be the preferred mine opening location for Aurora Mine South. This site offers good 
foundation material, has the lowest waste to ore ratio, is close to the preferred tailings starter 
dyke, and has no requirement for interim pit walls. 

1.4.1.2 Plant Site Selection Options 

Three potential plant site locations were evaluated for Aurora Mine North and five potential plant 
site locations for Aurora Mine South (Figures 1.4.1 and 14.2). At Aurora Mine North, the three 
potential plant sites were evaluated. A decision analysis process was used to weigh key 
environmental, economic and engineering parameters and Plant Site 2 was selected as the 
preferred location for the Aurora Mine North. This site offered several significant advantages 
including: 

• No significant environmental detractions, 
• Low capital costs (approximately $20M), 
• Shorter distance to the preferred tailings disposal site, 
• Shorter distance to the mine opening in the East Ore Zone, and 
• Minimum sterilization of reserves. 

For the Aurora Mine South Plant, Site 3 located on Lease 13 southwest of the mine site was 
selected. This site was one of three that posed minimal environmental concerns but was 
preferred because of its closer proximity to the preferred tailings disposal area for Aurora Mine 
South. 

1.4.1.3 Tailings Site Selection Options 

During the initial development of each of the two Aurora Mine areas, there will be a need for one 
external tailings disposal site for each to manage the tailings produced from the first mine 
opening pit. In the future, as mining operations expand into subsequent pits, the process of 
progressive reclamation will accommodate the disposal of tailings from those operations into the 
mined out pits. 

The external tailings disposal site selections for both the Aurora Mine North and South locations 
were based on similar criteria, which balanced issues surrounding the individual sites. No one 
site was suitable to accommodate both North and South operations due to the start-up delay 
between the two mine sites of at least seven years, and the lack of aerial extent in any one site to 
contain the produced volumes of tailings from both locations. 

Six potential tailings disposal sites were evaluated for Aurora Mine North (Figure 1.4.3), while 
five sites were examined at Aurora Mine South (Figure 1.4.4). Various environmental, resource 
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management and economic criteria were employed in the analysis. For Aurora Mine North, 
Site 1 which is located between the East Pit and the Muskeg River with the Lease 13 boundary as 
its southern limit, was selected as the preferred site for initial tailings disposal. Overall, this site 
was determined to be better from both an environmental and an economic perspective. 

Environmentally this site would require the removal of only a small amount of productive forest. 
The area is comparable to the other sites considered with respect to impact to wildlife, would 
have a lower impact to fish habitat and would be offset from the Muskeg River by 300m. In 
addition, this site was determined to best suit the concept of progressive reclamation and would 
form an integral element of the final landscape while still being the most economically attractive 
option. 

At Aurora Mine South, Site 4 which is located in a relatively flat area approximately 1 km from 
the proposed plant site, was selected as the preferred site. This site posed minimal environmental 
constraints and was determined to have better foundation conditions and economics than the 
other sites considered. 

1.4.1.4 Tailings Deposition Plan Options 

For the Aurora Mine, Syncrude has selected the Partitioned Pond- Composite Tailings option for 
tailings deposition in both mine areas. This was one of five options for tailings deposition which 
were evaluated against a number of criteria including environmental acceptability, suitability for 
progressive reclamation, technical and economic achievability, and minimal residual liabilities. 

Using the Partitioned Pond - Composite Tailings Option, the initial tailings placement will be 
conventional, similar to current operations, with external disposal comprised of a tailings settling 
basin and a sand disposal area surrounding the basin. This external placement is referred to as a 
partitioned pond. 

Runoff water from the sand disposal area will be returned to the tailings settling basin for fines 
settling and containment and for plant re-use. The outside shell of the sand disposal area will be 
built via the proven method of cell construction, which ensures stability through densification of 
the sand. As well, a minimum area of surface disturbance is planned for the external tailings 
disposal site. Thus, the above-ground area will eventually become a stable sand structure much 
like the current South West Sand Storage area at Syncrude, including the tailings settling basin, 
which will be progressively in-filled with sand over time. 

Upon adequate in-pit storage capacity being available, the tailings placement will change to in-pit 
disposal using Composite Tailings (CT). 

The CT product is made by chemically treating the fines fraction, the mature fine tails (MFT), 
and incorporating those fines with densified sand at a prescribed ratio. The resulting mixture 
becomes non-segregating, and the CT landform surfaces will become trafficable with time and 
will be reclaimed as gently undulating landscape, incorporating wetlands to manage seepage 
from the deposit(s). 
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CT releases tailings pore water more rapidly than conventional tailings, thus reducing the volume 
of tailings and the area required for out-of-pit disposal, and resulting in less water being released 
during the post-operating phase. During the operational phase, the release water is recycled for 
use in the extraction plant and thus reduces the requirement for water import from the Athabasca 
River via the Mildred Lake Facility. 

Syncrude is confident that the preferred tailings deposition and management plan will work 
effectively. However, in the event that this strategy does not meet current expectations, the 
backup plan will be to revert to the more conventional approved technology currently being 
practiced at Mildred Lake. This would result in a final landscape with lakes capping fine tails. 
Syncrude is continuing to conduct research and development programs directed at improving its 
understanding of the existing suite of tailings management technologies and researching 
potentially economic techniques for use in the future. Syncrude has, and will continue to 
participate in cooperative studies for byproduct production of aluminum, titanium, zirconium and 
gold, but to date none of these options appear attractive in current commodity markets. 

1.4.1.5 Extraction Process Selection 

The bitumen extraction process selected for the Aurora Mine is a new process, the Low Energy 
Extraction Process, which extends hydrotransport extraction technology towards an even lower 
energy process. 

The preferred process was one of 11 processes initially evaluated against environmental, 
economic, regulatory and risk criteria. The Low Energy Extraction Process is described in 
Section 1.3.1. It will operate initially at 30°C, but Syncrude expects this will be reduced to 25°C. 
The design bitumen recovery is expected to be high, at 92%. Key advantages of using the Low 
Energy Extraction process are: the lower process temperatures lead to a reduction in the thermal 
energy consumption enabling a corresponding reduction in C02 emissions; and transfer of solids 
and chlorides in the resulting froth; neither of the process chemicals used (kerosene and methyl
isobutyl carbinol) are considered hazardous; the tailings generated have faster initial settling 
characteristics; and the oil sand slurry is hydrotransported and conditioned in the pipeline leading 
to the extraction plant, thereby eliminating the need for conveyors and tumblers. 

The Low Energy Extraction Process is still under development. Syncrude will operate a field 
pilot during 1996. In the unlikely event that the performance of the process fails to meet 
expectations, then a caustic-based Warm Slurry Process operating at 50°C will be adopted. This 
process uses considerably more thermal energy than the Low Energy Extraction Process and the 
dispersive action of the caustic on the fines slows down the initial settling rate of tailings. While 
this increases the minimum required surface area for settling of tailings, its impact on plans is 
site-specific and would not impact on the tailings area for Aurora. 
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1.4.1.6 Product (Bitumen) Transport Mode Selection 

The bitumen transportation technology selected to convey bitumen from the Aurora Mine to the 
Mildred Lake Plant is the Natural Froth Lubricating Process. It was one of four options 
evaluated. The method was chosen because it only requires one pipeline, uses no diluent or 
chemicals and presently appears to have the best economics. 

Using this technology, the bitumen is transferred as a bitumen-rich slurry with an approximate 
composition of 60% by weight bitumen, 30% by weight water and 10% by weight fine solids. 
Under the froth pipelining mode of transport, some of the water forms a layer around the bitumen 
in the pipeline and provides a low viscosity medium in which the high viscosity froth "rides". 
The key advance is that the technology allows the movement of bitumen in a single pipeline at 
low pumping power using water as a transfer medium rather than hydrocarbon diluent. This 
eliminates both the need for a diluent naphtha supply pipeline, and the use of diluent naphtha at 
the Aurora Mine site. Overall, there is a reduction in environmental risk by eliminating sources 
of light hydrocarbon emissions at the Aurora site, eliminating the risk of spillage of light 
hydrocarbon from pipelines, eliminating the presence of the diluent in the tailing settling basin, 
and eliminating equipment required to handle naphtha on-site. 

The preferred technology remains under development. A field trial is scheduled to take place 
during 1996 to confirm the results of the laboratory scale tests conducted to date. If the process 
fails to meet expectations, then a process using naphtha diluent will be used. fu this process, 
diluent would be shipped by pipeline from Mildred Lake and the bitumen shipped back using the 
diluent as a carrier. This option would entail having two long distance pipelines, one containing 
diluent naphtha, and the other diluted bitumen froth. 

1.4.1.7 Corridor Route Selection Options 

The Aurora Mine will require a number of linear facilities including: 

• Access Roads connecting Highway 963 to the Aurora Mine North and South, 

• One High Tension Electrical Transmission Line between the Mildred Lake Facility 
and Aurora Mine North. A secondary power line will connect Aurora Mine South to the 
main transmission line, 

• One Natural Gas Pipeline to Aurora Mine North with a lateral pipeline to Aurora Mine 
South, 

• Two Product Pipelines from Aurora (one from Aurora Mine North and the other from 
Aurora Mine South) to Syncrude's Mildred Lake Facility, 
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o Two "Hot" Water Pipelines supplying Aurora (one for Aurora Mine North and the other 
for Aurora Mine South) with heated water from the Mildred Lake Facility, and 

e A Diesel Fuel Pipeline supplying the Aurora Mine from the Mildred Lake Facility. 

The best overall utility corridor and site access road option chosen for the Aurora Mine North is 
Road 2, Route 2.2 shown in Figure 1.3.3. This route follows Highway 963, crosses the 
Athabasca River at the existing Peter Lougheed Bridge and continues north along Highway 963 
to a point approximately 13.5 km north of the bridge. At this point a new 8.3 km road/corridor 
would be constructed to Aurora Mine North. The future Aurora Mine South road/corridor will 
tum off the above corridor at a point 7 km north of the bridge and will follow the existing 
"Canterra" road. 

In arriving at the preferred corridor, a decision analysis process was used to evaluate a total of 
four river crossing locations, four crossing methods, and six roadway/pipeline corridors. 
Environmental, Historical and Social criteria were given particularly heavy weightings 
throughout the analysis (minimum of 50%). 

The primary reasons for selecting the preferred corridor were: 

• Lower environmental impacts to fisheries resources, wildlife habitat, forest resources, 
aboriginal and non-aboriginal consumptive and non-consumptive resource users, existing 
and proposed private and public facilities, and disturbance to previously undisturbed 
areas; 

• Favourable engineering characteristics in relation to geotechnical conditions, 
constructability and roadway geometry; and, 

• Significantly lower costs than other corridors. 

It should, however, be noted that the preferred option has a higher impact to historic areas than 
some alternate corridors and less local benefits due to fewer construction related jobs and spin
off activities. 

1.4.1.8 Thermal Electric Power Generation and Make-Up Water Options 

The Aurora Mine's future bitumen production will replace that which is currently being produced 
from Syncrude's West Mine. As the Mildred Lake extraction facilities associated with the West 
and North Mines are shut down, surplus thermal energy (primarily low pressure steam and 
process cooling water), in excess of what can be effectively used on Leases 17 and 22, will 
become available to the Aurora Mine. Thus an element of Aurora's energy management strategy 
is to use the surplus thermal energy from Mildred Lake. Implementation of this strategy will also 
reduce Aurora's natural gas input needs. 
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Aurora's process water supply and distribution system will be a closed loop circuit in that all 
water used by the project will be kept within the confines of the Aurora Mine. The major sources 
of Aurora process water will be tailings reclaim water, Mildred Lake plant site make-up water, 
heated (excess) basal aquifer water and Aurora plant site storm/dirty water (intermittent). A 
recycle water pond will be installed at both Aurora Mines North and South to collect the waters 
from the various sources prior to use by the operations. 

1.5 Environmental Impact Assessment Summary 

The key information requirements for an Environmental Impact Assessment are: a 
comprehensive knowledge of the Aurora Mine project, an understanding of the issues and 
concerns raised by members of the public, and an inventory of biophysical, historical and socio
economic resources. 

• The description of the Aurora Mine activities which have the potential to affect the 
environment are detailed in the Application and are summarized in Section 1.3 of this 
EIA. 

• A list of issues/concerns raised by members of the public are listed in Section 3.2. 

• A summary of the existing biophysical, historical and socio-economic conditions in the 
area is presented in Sections 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0, respectively of this EIA. 

The results of the EIA for the Aurora Mine have been summarized to provide information on: 
the design features, mitigation and monitoring programs that will be implemented by Syncrude to 
reduce impacts, the Key Residual Impacts, the Undetermined Impacts, and the Cumulative 
Impacts. 

• Table 1.5.1 summarizes the design features, mitigation and monitoring programs, and 
participation in other regional initiatives, that will be implemented by Syncrude to reduce 
potential impacts associated with construction and operation of the Aurora Mine. 

• Table 1.5.1 also summarizes the Key Residual Impacts to environmental resources 
(biophysical and historical), resource use and socio-economics. 

• Table 1.5.2 summarizes the Undetermined Impacts for which sufficient research is not yet 
available to draw conclusions. 

• Table 1.5.3 summarizes the cumulative effects resulting from development of the Aurora 
Mine, as well as from other developments in the region. 
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1.6 Project History 

The following chronology outlines some of the development history in the area of the proposed 
Aurora Mine. The areas discussed are illustrated in Figure 1.6.1. 

1.6.1 Oil Sands Lease 10 

Lease 10 was held by Suncor to December 1995, when Syncrude obtained the rights to this lease. 
A limited amount of geological evaluation has been carried out by both Suncor and Syncrude. 

1.6.2 Oil Sands Leases 12 and 34 

Initially, these leases were held by Petrofina, but in the late 1970's the leases were acquired by 
Petro Canada. They were acquired by Syncrude in late 1994. A project evaluation, including a 
geological assessment, environmental studies and project feasibility, was carried out by 
Petrofina. Leases 12 and 34 were further evaluated as a part of the Alsands project (see Lease 
13). A further evaluation referred to as the Canstar Project, was carried out by Petro 
Canada/Nova during the mid 1980's. 

1.6.3 Oil Sands Lease 13 

This lease is held by Shell Canada Ltd. Shell has carried out geological evaluation, 
environmental impact assessments and project feasibility studies. These feasibility studies were 
carried out for Shell in the mid 1960's and early 1970's, and for the Alsands consortium led by 
Shell in the late 1970's and early 1980's. 

1.6.4 Oil Sands Lease 31 

Oil Sands Lease 31 was one of six leases held by the Other Six Lease· Owners (OSLO) 
consortium since the formation of the consortium in 197 4. The lease was transferred to Syncrude 
in 1996. OLSO carried out geological evaluations, environmental studies and a project 
feasibility study in the 1980's and 1990-91. 

1.6.5 Oil Sands Lease 30 

Lease rights have been held by Home Oil and Gulf Canada who carried out geological and 
environmental studies. A project feasibility study (SandAlta) was also carried out. 
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Figure 1. 6.1 Development history of the Aurora Mine Area. 



1. 7 Study Areas 

Two study areas were defined for the assessment of the potential impacts from Syncrude' s 
Aurora Mine: 

• A Local Study Area that accounts for the areas to be disturbed by activities associated 
with the mine, extraction plant, utilities and the access corridor, and 

• A Regional Study Area that provides the basis for addressing the cumulative effects 
resulting from this, and other developments in the region, that affect the same resources 
as those impacted by the Aurora Mine. 

The boundaries of the Study Areas were selected using an ecosystem-based approach so that the 
effects on all resources would be considered. The boundaries were set to include areas of 
concern that were raised during public consultation, including the Athabasca River and 
McClelland Lake and its associated wetlands. 

1.7.1 Local Study Area for Environmental Resources and Resource Use 

The boundaries of the Local Study Area (LSA) were defined to include most of the terrestrial and 
aquatic resources that could potentially be impacted by activities associated with the Aurora 
Mine. The LSA includes Lease 10, Lease 12, Lease 34, Lease 13, and portions of Lease 31 and 
of Lease 30, and a 1 km wide band of land centered on the utility corridor that extends from the 
Aurora Mine to the Mildred Lake Facility (Figure 1.7.1). 

The following criteria were used to set the boundaries of the LSA: 

• To address surface water (watercourses, lakes and wetlands) and aquatic resources 
(fish and aquatic resources), the Muskeg River from the confluence with Wapasu Creek 
to its confluence with the Athabasca River, the tributaries of the Muskeg River that are 
directly impacted by development, the Athabasca River from the southern boundary of 
Lease 13 downstream to the mouth of Fort Creek, the lower portions of Bridge Creek and 
the Beaver River, and Kearl Lake were included in the LSA. The effects of muskeg and 
overburden dewatering on surface water aquifers extend up to 2 km outside the LSA 
boundaries in the vicinity of the Aurora North Mine, and to a fen located east of Kearl 
Lake (Figure 5.3.8). Although the impacts of development on these wetlands extend 
outside the LSA, these impacts have been quantified and discussed in the EIA (see 
Section 5.3.1). 

• For groundwater, the LSA was defined by the Muskeg River basin, with particular 
attention focused on the conditions within the immediate leases of the Aurora Mine. 
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CD For landforms, geology, soils and vegetation, all resources that could be directly 
affected by Aurora Mine activities (with the exception of the effects of surface water 
drainage noted above) were included in the LSA. The footprint of disturbance that will 
be created by the Aurora Mine is illustrated in Figure 1.2.1 

• For wildlife, all habitat that could be affected through clearing or abandonment has been 
included in the LSA. However, for wildlife species that have larger territories such as the 
bear, moose, coyote and wolf, there will be some individual animals impacted by the 
development whose home ranges extend beyond the LSA. 

1.7.2 Regional Study Areas for Environmental Resources and Resource Use 

The boundary of the Regional Study Area (RSA) was jointly selected by Syncrude and Suncor to 
provide a common basis for both companies to conduct the Cumulative Effects Assessments 
(CEA) for Syncrude's Aurora Mine, Suncor's Steepbank Mine, and for other developments 
approved for the region, (e.g., Solv-Ex Corporation's oil sand projects). An ecosystem-based 
approach was used to select the RSA boundary and allowed the effects of developments on air 
quality, surface water, vegetation, soil and wildlife resources, and resource use to be assessed. 

After reviewing criteria that could be used to define the RSA, three criteria were selected, one for 
the boundary of the airshed, one for the boundary of the watershed and one for the boundary of 
the landscape (Ecological Land Classification [ELC]). These criteria are outlined in greater 
detail below. The final boundary for the RSA was established by overlying the boundaries for 
the airshed and watershed, on the boundary of the ecodistricts from the ELC, and connecting the 
outermost boundaries of the three maps (Figure 1. 7.1). 

1.7.2.1 Airshed Criterion 

Although the production of S02 and NOx emissions from the Aurora Mine is very low, the 
·production of acidifying emissions in the Fort McMurray region is a concern. Therefore, the 
cumulative effects of emissions from the Aurora Mine need to be addressed in the context of 
emissions from the existing or proposed oil sand facilities in the area. 

Air quality modelling of concentrations and depositions (Effective Acidity) was used to set the 
geographic extent of the potential direct or indirect impacts of air emissions on soil, water and 
vegetation. Models were based on 1994 average S02 emissions from the Syncrude and Suncor 
facilities. Ultimately, the Effective Acidity contour of 0.2 kmol H+/ha/a was used to set the 
boundary of the maximum areal extent of impacts of S02 emissions based on the following 
rationale. 

Alberta Environment (1990) identified interim critical acid deposition loadings for sensitive 
soils. Although these Effective Acidity (EA) guidelines have not been finalized, they were the 
interim guidelines in place at the time of RSA boundary selection. Based on these, it was 
assumed that sensitive soils receiving more than 0.3 kmol H+/ha/a are at risk of acidification, and 
soils receiving less than 0.3 kmol H+/ha/a are not at risk of acidification. The background EA for 
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the region, which is based on the pH of rainwater, was estimated to be 0.07 kmol H+/ha/a 
(Concord Environmental Corporation 1992). Therefore, to include all soils receiving deposition 
greater than 0.3 kmol H+lha/a in the RSA, the 0.23 kmol H+lha/a deposition contour was plotted 
as the airshed boundary. 

Background EA + Predicted EA from Emissions = Total EA 

0.07 kmol H+lha/a + 0.23 kmol H+/ha/a = 0.3 kmol H+/ha/a 

The EA contours were calculated based on the approach used for the Syncrude Air Quality 
assessment conducted in 1992 (Concord Environmental Corporation 1992). This approach was 
modified for the Syncrude and Suncor background air quality reports and the Suncor Steepbank 
Mine assessment. As such there will not be a one-to-one correspondence between the 0.23 kmol 
H+ /hal a contour in this EIA and the 0.23 kmol H+ /hal a deposition contours provided in the air 
quality report. 

1.7.2.2 Watershed Criterion 

Watersheds can be delineated relatively easily using topographic contours and vegetation 
conditions. Watersheds provide an ecological basis for defining a boundary for water related 
impacts to aquatic resources, vegetation, soil and wildlife habitat utilization. The RSA includes 
watersheds of watercourses that occur in the vicinity of the existing oil sand operations, and 
those that potentially could be impacted by Syncrude's and Suncor's proposed developments. 
These watersheds include: 

• The drainage of the Muskeg River, 
• The majority of the drainage of the MacKay River, 
• The drainage of the Steepbank River, and 
• The portion of the Athabasca River, from the Clearwater River in the south to 

McClelland Lake in the north. 

1.7.2.3 Landscape (Ecological Land Classification) Criterion 

Ecological boundaries have been described for the province by Strong (1992). At the broadest 
level of Ecological Land Classification, the oil sands region falls within the Mid-boreal 
mixedwood ecoregion. Ecodistricts, or subdivisions of the ecoregion, represent broadly 
homogeneous areas of the landscape within which there is a recurrent pattern of landforms, soils 
and vegetation as influenced by climatic conditions. The outer boundaries of the ecodistricts that 
encompass the existing and proposed oil sand developments were used to set the boundary of the 
landscape criterion. 

For hydrogeology and groundwater a separate RSA was established. This Study Area was 
centered between Aurora Mine North and Aurora Mine South and extends approximately 40 km 
in each direction. The area includes the McClelland Lake wetlands. 
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1.7.3 Socio-Economics 

The Study Area used to examine the regional socio-economic impacts of the project corresponds 
with the boundaries for the Municipality of Wood Buffalo. It includes the urban service area of 
Fort McMurray and Fort McKay, the communities most directly affected by the proposed project, 
as well as several more remotely located small communities that are less significantly affected. 
This Study Area is shown in Figure 8.4.1. 
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Table 1.1.1 

T~rnl:sor··· 
~~~fef~nce ··· I 

I 
<p6int ··· 

1.0 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

1.3 

1.3 

2.0 

2.1 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 

2.2 

2.3 

2.3 

Syncrude Aurora Mine Final Terms of Reference for EIA cross-referenced with 
the Syncrude Application. 

:E:nvironmeJ1talAssessmentTopiC or Issue Addressed in Add:tessedin 
Application EIA 

.··.· 

Introduction 

Public Consultation 

Inform the public. 12.0 3.1 

Document consultation measures. 12.0 3.1 

Record suggestions and concerns. 12.0 3.2 

Demonstrate how concerns addressed. 12.0 3.3 

Document contact with aboriginal peoples. 12.0 3.1 

Proponent's Submission 

A glossary of terms and acronyms. After List of 
Appendices 

Project Overview 

Describe Syncrude and key developers/operators. 1.0, 2.0 1.1 

Proposed Development and EIA Study Area 

Legal description and boundaries. Mine pits, Figure 1.0-2, 1.3.2 and 
material disposal locations dewatering and water 2.1 Figures 1.2.1 
control facilities. Status Maps and 1.2.2 

Infrastructure: roads, powerlines, pipelines, building 3.6 1.3.1 and 
complex, sewage treatment. Application 

Identify Study Areas. Rationale for selection for EIA 1.7 and 8.4.1.1 
each study component: air quality, aquatics, socio-
economic. 

Landscape characteristics considered: Athabasca 3.2.1, 3.2.5 1.7 
River Valley and wetlands characteristics. 

Project Components and Development Schedule 

Stages of development. Descriptions for 3.0, 6.0, 11.4 1.3.1 
construction, operation, and abandonment of mine 
areas, oil sand extraction facilities, transportation 
facilities, buildings, local infrastructure. 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued . 

metpi~9r ... 
. 

• Enyiton:lli~ntalAssessment Topic or Issue .Add.ressedin .... Addressed in 
Reference 

• ••••••• 

Application EIA 
· :Point •·· .. . 

2.3 Development schedule for components with expected 6.0, 11.0 1.3.2 and 2.2.7 
duration of each component. Schedule of 
reclamation for first decade conceptual plans for 
decommissioning/reclamation/abandonment for 
activities completed within 20 years. 

2.4 Project Need and Alternatives 

2.4 Project need. 1.0 1.4 

2.4 Project alternatives, environmental implications. Appendix A 1.4.1 and 
Application 

2.4 Rationale for selected alternative. Appendix A 1.4.1 and 
Application 

2.4 Component selection: technical, geotechnical, Appendix A 1.4.1 and 
economic. Environmental criteria: rationale for Application 
selection of components and rationale for location of 
components. 

2.4 Alternative technologies and methods. 7.0, 8.0 1.4.1 and 
Application 

2.4 Studies to improve operations, reclamation. 8.0 2.5.2 and 
Application 

2.4 Linkages to other facilities and approval changes. 3.1.2, 2.2 Application 

2.5 ErA Summary 4.0 1.5 

2.5 Summary of results (address i. to v.). EIA Table 1.5.1 

2.5 Regional, temporal and cumulative effects. EIA Table 1.5.2 

2.5 Impact significance- magnitude, extent, duration, EIA Tables 1.5.1 
frequency, reversibility- quantitative predictions and 1.5.2 
where possible. 

2.5 Participation in monitoring activities. 8.0 Tables 1.5.1 
and Application 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

·.· .... ·.· ... . . . .. 
. Addressed in 1'epn~of ·•· •En:vironmentalA8sessment.·T()pic Qrlss1le Addressed in 

Reference···· ......... Application .. EIA 
.Pti:D.t·•·· 

. .. .... 

2.6 History, Regulatory Approval 

2.6 Activities in the area, map and discussion. EIA 1.6 

2.6 Legislation, policies, approvals: provincial, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 Application 
municipal, federal. 

3.0 Project Description 

3.1 Site Development. 3.1 

3.1 Preferred location of mine, plant site, oil sand Appendix A 1.4.1 
processing and orebody. Application 

3.1 Development sequence. 6.0 1.3.2 

3.1 Illustrate site development plan, lease development Status maps 1.3, and 
location of mining, mine area, plant site, tailings, 1.0, 2.1, 3.4 and Figures 1.2.1 
overburden storage, chemical storage locations. 9.0 and 1.2.2 

3.1 Stages of development activities and their Status maps 1.3, and 
environmental effects. 1.0, 2.1, 3.4 and Figures 1.2.1 

9.0 and 1.2.2 

3.1 Location map for existing and proposed facilities and 1.0 Figures 1.2.1, 
their components: utility /transportation corridors, Status Maps 1.2.2, and 1.6, 
roads and bridges, pipelines (production, water). and Application 

3.1 Surface disturbance extent: Land clearing, Status Maps 1.3.1, 
Disturbances in the river valley, Disturbances of Table 1.3.1, 
waterbodies and wetlands, Duration and magnitude 5.3.1, 5.5 and 
of disturbances. 5.6 

3.2 Process Description 

3.2 Technology advances and environmental effects 3.3, 3.5, 3.6, Application 
3.7, 7.0 

3.2 Mine: material balances, energy balances, flow 3.2, 3.2.4 Application 
diagrams. 

3.2 Processing oil sands: material/energy balances, flow 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, Application 
diagrams. 3.6 

3.2 Short and long term mining plans. 3.2 Application 

3.2 Hydrotransport operations. 3.5 Application 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

Te:rills .,f I 
.· •. EnV:irom1HmtalAssessment Topic orissue Addressed in· Addtessedin 

• R~iei-€~6.~ Applicati()ll 
I< 

EIA 
F'6irit 

3.2 Future development and design efforts. 8.0 Application 

3.2 Reducing tailings (quantity and storage time). 3.3, 3.5, 3.6, Application 
Reducing discharge of contaminants to air, land, 9.0 
water. Re-use, recycle, recover useful products from 
waste stream. Evidence of optimal environmental 
performance. 

3.2 Chemical inputs: quantities and regulatory class. 3.5, 3.6.5 Application 

3.3 Mine Plan 

3.3 Open-pit mine location drawings. Mine sequence. 3.2 Application 
Status maps 

3.3 Timber salvage and clearing, muskeg drainage, mine 3.2.4, 3.2.5, Application 
depressurization, water management, soil salvage, 11.6 
overburden removal, aggregate resource management 
and placement. 

3.3 Oil sands ore recovery and transport, tailings 3.2.2, 3.3, 3.5, Application 
management and land reclamation. Type and size of 11.0, 3.2.4 
mining equipment. 

3.4 Product Handling 

3.4 Onsite hydrocarbon storage. 3.5.1 Application 

3.4 Containment and environmental protection. 3.5.1 Application 

3.4 Transportation of substances. 3.5, 3.6, 9.0 Application 

3.4 Environmental protection measures. 3.6, 9.0 Application 

3.5 Water Supply and Wastewater Management 

3.5 Water requirements (normal and emergency). 3.6.5 Application 
Annual and seasonal variations 

3.5 Water intake structures and pipeline. Fish N/A N/A 
entrainment and navigation hazard. 

3.5 Water and wastewater balance. 3.6.5 Application 

3.5 Water management plan. Design factors for 3.3, 3.6, 3.7 5.3.1 and 
containment. Application 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

> ..••.•.•.. ' 
Terms of EnvironmentalAssessment.Topic or .Issue Addressed in Addressed in 
:Rererence , .. Application EIA 

.• POint 
' 

3.5 Water storage, treatment, sources, withdrawal 3.6 Application 
minimization. 

3.5 Volume and quality of effluents: extraction, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6, Application 
upgrading, tailings management, discharges from 3.7 
management works basal aquifer releases. 

3.5 Characterize each liquid waste stream. 3.6 Application 

3.5 Describe wastewater treatment systems. 3.6 Application 

3.5 Environmental effects of wastewater disposal. EIA 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 

3.5 Discharges from reclamation sites. 11.7 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 

3.5 Interchange of water between mine and water bodies. EIA 5.3.1 and 5.4.1 
Implications on surface and groundwater flows 
Wetlands and McClelland Lake. 

3.5 Potential impact on downstream seasonal water flow, EIA 5.3.1 and 5.12.3 
boating use, or other water withdrawals. 

3.5 Watercourse diversions. Alterations to wetlands and 3.7 5.3.1 and 
peatlands. 5.6.1.3 

3.5 Measures to prevent or minimize adverse impacts. EIA 5.3.1 and 5.12.3 

3.5 R&D to characterize waste streams. Evaluate 8.5 Application 
water/waste water treatment methods. 

3.6 Air Emissions Management 3.6 

3.6 Characterize air emissions from each project 3.6, 7.0 5.2.1 
component (normal and abnormal/upset). 

3.6 Regional, long term changes, cumulative EIA 5.12.2 
considerations. 

3.6 Emission control technologies: best available, best 3.6 Application 
practical, best achievable technology. 

3.6 Control technologies for volatile, hazardous, odorous 7.2 Application 
pollutants. 

3.6 Life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions. 1.0 5.2.1 and 5.12.2 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

I< .. ·.·· 
TeriJ1sof 

.. < .... · .•. 
EnvironmenfulAssessmentTopic or Issue Addressedin Addressed in 

Reference Application EIA 
Point 

•• 

3.7 Waste Management 

3.7 Waste management plans. Minimization and 9.0 Application 
recycling. 

3.7 Characterize and classify mine and processing 3.2.4, 3.2.8 Application 
wastes. 

3.7 Onsite disposal areas: location, timing. 3.2, 9.0 Application 

3.7 Hazardous wastes. 9.2.1 Application 

3.7 Contaminant release risk. EIA 5.11 

3.7 Liabilities to Syncrude, community residents and 9.0 5.3.2.5, 5.6.3, 
government. 5.8.1 and 5.10 

3.8 Utilities, Transportation, Other Infrastructure 

3.8 Infrastructure routing and location: components 3.6 1.4.1.7 and 
served, responsibilities, regional implications. Application 

3.8 Utilities components, amount and sources of energy, 3.6.2, 3.6.4 1.3.1.5 and 
water needs and sources, energy and water Application 
efficiencies. 

3.8 Travel of personnel and equipment to project 3.6.2, 9.2.2 1.3.1.4 and 
components during construction and public access. Application 

3.8 Route selection. Construction and reclamation 3.6 1.4.1.7 and 
materials. Appendix A Application 

3.8 Access: regional and local road implications: 3.6, 12.0 5.9 
Highway 63, existing roads. Document input from 
RMWB and provincial authorities. 

3.8 Route selection criteria, process. Selected alternative 3.6 1.4.1.7 and 
discussion. Appendix A Application 

3.8 Land area disturbed by project component and phase. 3.6.2 1.3.1, 
Stream crossings and wetlands. Tables 1.3.1 

and 5.3 

3.8 Linear disturbances to permafrost soils. EIA 5.5.2 

3.8 Schedule and environmental protection plans. 3.6, 6.0, 11.0 5.11 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

. 

Terms of Environmental AssessmentTopic .or ISsue Addressed in Add.ressedin 
<R~ference Application EIA 

·. :Pt>int 
••••• 

· .. 

Monitoring, Operating and Contingency Plans 

3.9 Outline plans for monitoring of all inputs and waste 8.0 Application 
streams. 

3.9 Key elements of operating plans and performance 8.0 Application 
standards. 

3.9 Existing environmental protection and monitoring 8.0 Application 
programs. 

4.0 Socio-economic Information 

4.0 Describe social impacts: employment, training, 3.1.3 8.4.4 and 5.9 
procurement, population changes, demand on local 
services, infrastructure, regional and provincial 
benefits, trapping, hunting and fishing. 

4.0 Describe economic impacts. Alberta Industrial EIA 8.5 
Benefits Strategy. 

4.0 Workforce during construction and operations EIA 8.5 
characteristics. 

4.0 Population changes due to the proposed project. EIA 8.4.4 

4.0 Employment and business development EIA 8.4.4 
opportunities. 

4.0 Training needs and opportunities. EIA 8.0 

5.0 Heritage Resources 6.0 

5.0 Document heritage resources review and consultation EIA 6.0 and 7.0 
with Alberta Community Development. 

6.0 Environmental Information Assessment 
Requirements 

6.1 Framework. Existing conditions. Data required to 4.0 5.1 
assess impacts and gaps. Baseline conditions 
including previous disturbances. 

6.1 Describe nature and significance of environmental EIA 5.1 
effects. 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

Terrri.sof· EnvironmentalAssessment Topic or Issue Addressed in Addressed in 
Refef;ence Appijcation EIA 

.·· 
Point ' .·· ··.· 

6.1 Environmental protection plan. EIA 5.1 

6.1 Residual impacts and their significance. EIA 5.1 

6.1 Demonstrate environmental performance. EIA 5.1 

6.1 Joint industry, community, and government efforts. EIA Table 1.5.1 
Application 

6.1 Community concerns. 12.0 3.2 

6.2 Climate and Air Quality (apply 6.1) 4.1 and 5.2.1 

6.2 Baseline climate and air quality conditions. EIA 4.1 

6.2 Characterize existing air quality: key parameters, EIA 4.1 and5.2.1 
odours, fugitive emissions and climate/weather. 

6.2 Air quality modelling: selection, constraints, results. EIA 5.2.1, 
Other existing or planned operations in the region. Appendix B 

and 5.12.2 

6.2 Identify activities that affect air quality. EIA 5.2.1 

6.2 Effects under normal and worst case scenarios for EIA 5.2.1 
environmental protection and public health. 

6.2 Air quality monitoring: project. EIA 5.2.1 and 
Application 

6.2 Dispersion models consider terrain. Local and EIA 5.2.1 and 
regional. Appendix B 

6.2 Impacts on provincial and federal commitments 1.0 5.2.1 
regarding greenhouse gases. 

6.3 Noise (Apply 6.1) 4.1.4 and 5.2.2 

6.3 Baseline noise conditions. Noise sensitive EIA 4.1.4 
environmental features. 

6.3 Project noise by component. Implications. Measures EIA 5.2.2 
to minimize noise. 

6.4 Ecological Land Classification 

6.4 Provide an ecological land classification. EIA 4.6 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

Tei'Jns~f ··EnvirolllllentalAssessmentTopic.or·Iss.ue Addressed in·.· Addressed in 
R¢fei:~nce Application, EIA 

><>:·-<>,• .· ... .. 
. :· POint 

6.5 Geology, Terrain, Soils and Overburden 

6.5 Information and map of bedrock and surficial 3.2 4.2, 4.3 and 
geology, topography, drainage. Baseline 

Reports 

6.5 Estimate changes to pre-development topography. EIA 5.5.1 

6.5 Describe changes to the Muskeg River watershed. EIA 5.3 
Protection measures. 

6.5 Describe overburden geology and soil types. 11.0 4.2. and4.3 
Suitability for reclamation. 

6.5 Outline criteria for salvaging surface materials for 11.0 2.0 and 
reclamation. Application 

6.5 Estimate volume of reclamation material required. EIA 2.0 and 
Application 

6.5 Comment on sensitivity of each ecological land EIA 4.3 
classification unit to disturbance. 

6.5 Address erosion potential. Topsoil depth. 11.0 4.3 

6.5 Identify activities of potential soil contamination. EIA 5.5.2 

6.6 Vegetation and Forest Resources (Apply 6.1) 

6.6 Describe and map vegetation communities in the EIA EIA 4.6 and 
Study Area and Muskeg River Watershed. Baseline Report 

6.6 Discuss the amount of onsite and off-site vegetation EIA 5.6 and 5.12.6 
affected. 

6.6 Determine the amount of forest to be disturbed, EIA 5.9.1 
productive and non-productive. 

6.6 Identify special status species. EIA 4.6 

6.6 Identify primary vegetation species of each landscape EIA 4.6, 4.7, and 5.1 
unit, used for wildlife food or shelter. Indicator 
species for environmental effects. Relative 
abundance. 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

.·. 

Terms of' EnVironmen.fiilAssessmellt Topic .orlssue Address.ed in · AddreSsed ill 
R.ecer'ente. AppiiCafi.on EIA 

p()jjjt 
.. 

6.6 Ecological land classification map; successional EIA 4.6 and4.9 
stages, landscape units. Importance of wildlife 
habitat, timber harvesting, land use, habitat diversity. 

6.6 Land disturbed. Amount, nature and duration of EIA 5.6 
changes. Ability to reclaim to similar conditions. 
Techniques used to estimate the sensitivity to 
disturbance and reclamation. 

6.6 Mitigation plan for site clearing: timing, effects on EIA 5.6 and 
runoff, water quality. Table 1.5.1 

6.6 Discuss objectives for post development vegetation. 11.0 2.0 and 
Application 

6.6 Returning self-sustaining habitat equivalent to pre- 11.0 5.6, 2.0 and 
disturbance conditions. Maintaining biological Application 
capability and diversity. 

6.7 Wildlife (Apply 6.1) 

6.7 Use of the project area by wildlife: include seasonal EIA 4.7 and 
use. Rare and endangered species: occurrence, Baseline Report 
habitat needs. 

6.7 Potential for adverse effects. Habitat fragmentation. EIA 5.7 

6.7 Protection of wildlife. Management strategies. EIA 5.7 and 5.12.7 
Combined effects on wildlife from activities in the 
watershed and region. 

6.7 Special use areas (calving, nesting, movement EIA 4.7 
corridors). 

6.7 Sensitivity to disturbance. EIA 5.7 

6.7 Map of habitat for key indicator species. EIA 4.7 and 
Baseline Report 

6.7 Mitigation strategies, plan and monitoring of EIA 5.7 and 
effectiveness. Table 1.5.1 

6.7 Compliance with provincial and federal policies for EIA 4.7 
wildlife habitat. 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

.. 
Tei"lll~ of ..• I :Environmental· Assessment Topic.orlssue Addressedin Addressed in 
Reference APplication EIA 

Point 
.... 

6.8 Aquatic Resources 

6.8 Existing fish resources and habitat. Species EIA 4.8 
composition, movement. Athabasca River, Muskeg 
River, tributaries. 

6.8 Map of fish habitat: sensitive areas, spawning, EIA 4.8 and 
rearing. Overwintering habitats, seasonal use, Baseline Report 
movement pattern. Athabasca River, Muskeg River, 
tributaries. 

6.8 Critical life stages and requirements for key species. EIA 4.8 and 5.1 
Rationale for key species chosen. 

6.8 Identify construction and operation activities which EIA 5.8 
may affect fish habitat, fish resources, riparian areas. 

6.8 Alterations or diversions of watercourses. EIA 5.8 

6.8 Effects: nature, extent, duration: mitigation: residual EIA 5.8 
impact. 

6.8 Adherence to provincial and federal policies for fish EIA 5.8 
habitat. "No Net Loss Principle." 

6.8 Monitoring plans: habitat quality, mitigation EIA 5.8 and 
effectiveness. Table 1.5.1 

6.8 Management strategy, access control. EIA 5.8 

6.8 Habitat protection in the Muskeg River Watershed. EIA 5.8 

Surface Water (Apply 6.1) 

6.8 Describe surface hydrology before and after project. 3.7 4.4.1 and 5.3.1 

6.8 Effects on water quantity and quality. EIA 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 

6.8 Outline monitoring and protection of surface water. 8.4 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 
Instream needs for Muskeg River, McClelland Lake 5.8 
Wetlands, Athabasca River. 

6.8 Site run-off handling. Protection of banks and 3.7 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 
setbacks. Alterations or diversions of watercourses. Application 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

·. T ...... f . Addressedin ··· .. enns·o •.. · I Jj}:nvironmenta} AssessmentTopic ()r Issue Addressed in 

R.ei~fence ·•· Application •· :EIA 
' J'&iiit 

6.8 Wastewater, mine depressurization, runoff: timing, 3.7 5.3 and 
volume, peak flow, significance for downstream Application 
basins. 

6.8 Probable maximum flood and precipitation events. 3.7 4.4.1 and 
Baseline Report 

6.9 Groundwater 

6.9 Describe the groundwater regime. 3.2.1.4, 3.7.4 4.5 

6.9 Local and regional system. EIA 4.5 

6.9 Effects on groundwater. EIA 5.4 

6.9 Options to manage and protect groundwater. EIA 5.4 and 
Table 1.5.1 

6.9 Interrelationship with surface water: effects. EIA 5.3 and 5.4 

6.9 Implications of groundwater effects for terrestrial and EIA 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 
riparian vegetation, wildlife, aquatic resources: 5.8 
mitigation. 

6.10 Water Quality 

6.10 Describe water quality before and after the project. EIA 4.4.2 and 5.3.2 

6.10 Muskeg River and surrounding watersheds. EIA 4.4.2 and 5.3.2 

6.10 Baseline water quality. EIA 4.4.2 

6.10 Seasonal variations in water quality: existing, EIA 4.4.2 and 5.3.2 
expected activities which may influence water 
quality, timing and quantity (clearing, mining, 
reclamation). 

6.10 Effects of activities on water quality: mitigation: EIA 5.3.2 and 
residual effects for each stage, including post- Table 1.5.1 
reclamation. 

6.10 Impact on seasonal and year to year variations. EIA 5.3.2 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

Te:r:llls of • En:VironmentalAssessmentTopic or·Issue Addr~sed•in Addressed in 

· Refef~~~e · ··••• I Applieatjon :Et-A. 
Point/ · .. .· 

6.11 Land Use 

6.11 Unique sites and special features. EIA 4.9 and 
Baseline Report 

6.11 Existing land uses and changes in use. 2.0 4.9 and 5.9 

6.11 Applicable land and resource use policies. 11.0 4.9 and 5.9 
Management schemes: implications, constraints to 
development. 

6.11 Impact on land uses: mitigation. EIA 5.9 and 
Table 1.5.1 

6.11 MSL: changes to extent and timing of occupation 2.1.1 Application 

6.11 Potential for cumulative effects. EIA 5.12.9 

6.11 Recreational, commercial and Aboriginal. EIA 4.9, 6.2 and 
Baseline 
Reports 

6.11 Mitigation strategies. 3.6, 2.3, 11 5.9 and 
Table 1.5.1 

6.11 Doc~ment current dispositions and consultations 2.3 4.9, 3.1 and 2.0 
with existing land users. 

6.11 Visual impact. EIA 5.9.5 

6.11 Long term destination. EIA 5.9 

6.11 Regional activities and cumulative land use impacts. 11.0 5.12.9 
Stakeholder management issues. 

6.11 Publicly available information and consultations. EIA 3.1 

Athabasca River Valley 

6.11 Describe the valley, resources and current land uses. EIA 4.9, 6.2 and 
Baseline Report 

6.11 Summarize criteria and guidelines in draft IRP. EIA 4.9 and 5.9 
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Table 1.1.1 Continued. 

1 ...... 

EI1yii,"ohme~tta1Assesspten.t. Topic or: Issue Addressed iri 
·. 

1 ·'J.'e.pn~of •.. I< Addressed in 
. R¢feten.ce Applitatioli . :EI.A . 

• P6int .. .. 

6.11 Methods used to evaluate and demonstrate 11.0 2.0, 4.6, 4.9 and 
reclamation of disturbed land. Old growth timber 5.9 
along Athabasca and Muskeg rivers. Environmental 
conditions: defining physical and biological 
characteristics, diversity of characteristics. 

Wetlands 

6.11 Peatland/wetland inventory of Muskeg River EIA 4.6 and 
watershed and adjacent wetlands. Baseline Report 

6.11 Differentiate types and map fens, bogs. EIA 4.6 and 
Baseline Report 

6.11 Evaluate wetlands affected. Consider importance for EIA 4.4.1, 4.6, 5.3, 
local and regional habitat, for sustained forest growth 5.6, 5.7 and 
and for the hydrologic regime. 5.9.1 

6.11 Rank results using a qualitative scale. EIA 5.6 

7.0 Heritage Resources 

Consultation with ACD. 12.0 Application 

Previous studies. EIA 6.0 and 
Baseline Report 

Program and schedule of field investigations. EIA 7.0 

8.0 Reclamation 

8.0 Conceptual reclamation plan. Objectives and 11.0 2.0 and 
necessary factors. Application 

8.0 Timeframe for completion of reclamation. 11.3 1.3 .2, 2.0 and 
Application 

8.0 Preferences for local community end land use. 11.0 2.0 and 
Application 

8.0 Impacts to Mildred Lake reclamation timing. EIA Application 

8.0 End land use. 11.0 2.0 

8.0 Rational for vegetation species selected. 11.5 2.0 and 
Application 
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Table 1.1.1 Concluded. 

' ' ' ' ',, ,'' ''',' ,' ' ' 

Addtessed,in Addressed iri 'I'~~s()f, Enyiropmental Assessment Topic or Issue , 
Reference Application EIA 

p()int 

8.0 Processing waste and the reclaimed landscape. EIA 2.0 and 
Application 

8.0 Disposal of water in the reclaimed landscape. 3.7 5.3 

8.0 Constraints to reclamation. 11.0, 8.0 2.0 and 
Application 

8.0 Diversity of reclaimed landscape. 11.0 2.0, 5.6, 5.7 and 
Application 

9.0 Public Health and Safety 

9.0 Aspects of the project with health, safety EIA 5.10 and 5.11 
implications. 

9.0 Potentially affected population, human health. 8.0 5.10 

9.0 Prevent or minimize potential for adverse health 8.6 5.10 and 
effects. Table 1.5.1 

9.0 Summary emergency response plan: public input to 10.0 Application 
plan. 

9.0 Mitigation and emergency contingency plans. Public 10.0 5.10 and 
safety. Wildfire. Application 

9.0 Higher traffic volumes. EIA 5.11 

9.0 Uncertainties and risks: contingency plans. EIA 5.10 and 5.11 
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Table 1.3.1 Areas to be disturbed by development of the Aurora Mine. 

.. · Aurora Mine t···.AuroraMine •Common Utility I TotalS 
North South Corridor 

·.• 
I 

Projec~ Components ha % ba % ha . % ha % ..... . .· .· . .. 

Mine(s) 4691.4 60% 3663.3 50% 0 0% 8354.7 55% 

Tailings Disposal Sites 1824.6 23% 1996.5 27% 0 0% 3821.1 25% 

Reclamation Material 130.6 2% 327.2 4% 0 0% 457.8 3% 
Stockpiles 

Plant Sites 41.1 1% 40.4 1% 0 0% 81.5 1% 

Access Corridors 105.6 1% 371.7 5% 0 0% 477.3 3% 

Drain ways 67.1 1% 352.4 5% 0 0% 419.5 3% 

Overburden Disposal Sites 859.1 11% 535.1 7% 0 0% 1394.2 9% 

Polishing Ponds 61.6 1% 0 0% 0 0% 61.6 0% 

Dike 0 0% 17 0% 0 0% 17 0% 

Highway 963 0 0% 0 0% 86.1 100% 86.1 1% 

TOTALS 7781.1 51% 7303.6 48% 86.1 1% 15171.0 100% 
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Table 1.3.2 Projected types of traffic accessing the Aurora Mine during Construction and 
Operation phases. 

1 
'.{'YPe of Vehicle : Construction Phase• . Operations Phase 

I ··. 
. .. ·Number.·ofone~way.trip~·per.<lay Number of one·waytrips per day 

Buses<a) 20 20 

Trucks(b) 120 50 

Light Vehicles(c,d) 100 100 

Total 240 170 

(a) Based on 4 one-way trips per day; continuous all week. 
(b) Based on 4 one-way trips per day during construction, and 2 one-way trips per day during operations; 

continuous all week. 
(c) Based on 1 one-way trip per day; 4 days a week during construction, and continuous all week during operations 
(d) Assumed light vehicle traffic is heavier than personal vehicle traffic that occurs on alternate days. 

Table 1.3.3 Projected traffic levels along Highways 963 and 969. 
Numbers in parentheses, under the Construction and Operation phases, are 
projected percent increases in traffic levels (above average 1995 and future levels) 
due to the Aurora Mine. 

North of Fort McKay Access 

South of Fort McKay Access 

North of Syncrude Access 

South of Syncrude Access 

North of Suncor Access 

South of Suncor Access 

North of Highway 969 

50 

200 

1200 

2500 

2900 

3600 

4500 

474 

474 

474 

474 

474 

474 

240(e) 

240 (46) 170 (32) 

240 (36) 170 (25) 

240 (14) 170(10) 

240 (8) 170 (6) 

240 (7) 170 (5) 

240 (6) 170(4) 

240 (5) 170(4) 

(a) Source: Alberta Transportation and Utilities 1996, Highway Network Planning, Edmonton. 
(b) Based on an estimated 234 truckloads of metals (i.e. aluminum) and crude oil per day for Sol v-ex Corporation 

40 truckloads of wood per day for Alberta Pacific Forest Industries Inc. during peak harvest periods (during the 
winter months), and 200 truck loads of gravel per day (during peak periods) from the Susan Gravel pit (loads 
may vary depending on outside needs and requirements); all one way per day. 

(c) Brackets indicate the % increase based on the total number of vehicles used for the Aurora Mine's construction 
(buses, trucks, light vehicles) divided by the sum of the average 1995 travel levels and future projected levels. 

(d) Brackets indicate the % increase based on the total number of vehicles used for the Aurora Mine's operations 
(buses, trucks, light vehicles) divided by the sum of the average 1995 traffic levels and future projected levels. 

(e) No Sol v-Ex Corporation traffic has been included south of Fort McMurray as this is still undetermined. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine. 

A. AIR QUALITY AND NOISE (Section 5.2, Hypotheses A-1 and A-2) 

1. Changes in Air Quality 
(Section 5.2, A·l) 

• Mitigation measures to reduce the amount of visible emissions associated 
with vegetation clearing will include: reduction of burning and fuel usage 
through salvage clearing; burning when large fuel has a high moisture 
content and fine fuel has a low moisture content; and minimization of 
smoldering by keeping bum piles free of dirt and by immediately cleaning 
up piles following bum. 

• Design feature: Minimize area to be cleared. 

• Mitigation to reduce particulate e!Disswns associated with overburden 
removal will include: selection of initial mine areas with shallow 
overburden which will reduce fuel usage and emissions from haul trucks and 
establishment of vegetation cover to stabilize surfaces of overburden piles. 

• Roadways will be watered continuously during warm, dry conditions to 
reduce particulate emissions. Water is not used during the winter for safety 
reasons. Occasionally a used-oil product is sprayed on the roads. 

• Syncrude will apply control measures such as revegetation of exterior 
surfaces of tailings settling basins and stabilization of sand surfaces by 
mixing sands with dredged Mature Fine Tails or peat to reduce particulate 
emissions. Deposition control systems such as snow fences, silt fences and 
berms will also be used to encourage wind-blown sand to deposit in a 
predicted location. 

• The pipelining technology to be used at the Aurora Mine eliminates the use 
of naphtha and thereby, substantially reduces the potential for fugitive 
hydrocarbon emissions. 

• Dry low NO, burners will be installed on the stationary combustion sources 
at the Aurora Mine plant sites. This will substantially reduce NO, emissions 
from these sources. 

• The basal aquifer depressurization water will be piped to central water 
treatment facilities, and if warranted, reduced sulphur compounds will be 
recovered by partial air stripping and combustion by a smokeless flare. This 
will minimize emissions of potentially odourous reduced sulphur 
compounds. 

Life of Operation: 

• Fugitive particulate emissions can result from vegetation clearing, overburden 
removal, road construction and use, mining activities and tailings management. 
The impacts are considered to be Low (overburden removal and mining 
activities) to Moderate (vegetation clearing, roads and tailings management) in 
magnitude, Long-term, Local in scope (except for vegetation burning which is 
Regional) and Reversible (Impact Type B or C; Negative). 

• Total hydrocarbon and total reduced sulphur e!DISS!ons can result from 
volatilization associated with the tailings settling basins, de-aerator vents within 
the extraction plant, and from fugitive sources, such as exposed oil sands faces. 
The impacts are considered to be Moderate (tailings settling basins and oil sands 
faces) and Low (deaerator vents) in magnitude, Long-term (tailings settling 
basins and oil sands faces) to intermittent ( deaerator vents) in frequency, Local in 
scope and Reversible (Impact Type B or C; Negative). 

• Oxides of Nitrogen emissions can result from combustion sources that are either 
stationary (e.g., boilers) or mobile (e.g., mine fleet). The impacts are considered 
to be Moderate in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Regional in scope and 
Reversible (Impact Type B; Negative). 

Post--Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

A. AIR QUALITY AND NOISE (Section 5.2, Hypotheses A-1 and A-2) (Continued) 

. ,.... . ,· : :.:"·.· .. >·>.·.:·· 

Enviro~eilt;.t:Issli~~CJ.· .. ··• 

1. Changes in Air Quality 
(Section 5.2, A-1) 
(Continued) 

• The low energy extraction process will result in a significant reduction in the 
energy requirements at the extraction plant. Much of the heat, which would 
normally be lost as steam or exported with the tailings water, will be 
recovered and used to generate power on-site. This on-site generation will 
be natural gas fired and will therefore result in lower overall emissions than 
imported power which may be generated in coal fired facilities. 

• Design features of the Aurora Mine all of which contribute towards an 
energy efficient (low emissions) operation include: truck shovel mining 
which reduces the amount of overburden stripping; crusher/cyclofeeder/ 
hydrotransport which minimizes the ore truck haul distance; selection of a 
high grade!low overburden ore body which minimizes the amount of 
material handled. 

• Import of energy in hot water from Mildred Lake Plant 

• Due to the low process temperature associated with the Aurora Mine 
facilities, no cooling tower is required. This will serve to reduce the 
potential for ice fog formation. 

• Fugitive eiDlsstons can be confirmed by flux chamber monitoring and 
ambient air monitoring. 

• Syncrude is a participant in RAQCC and will ensure their commitments for 
regional air quality and meteorology monitoring are met. 

• Syncrude is a sponsor and active participant of an environmental effects 
monitoring program which is currently under design. Syncrude is also a 
sponsor of the Alberta Oil Sands Community Exposure and Health Effects 
Assessment Program being led by Alberta Health. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

A. AIR QUALITY AND NOISE (Section 5.2, Hypotheses A-1 and A-2) (Continued) 

2. Changes in Noise Levels 
(Section 5.2, A-2) 

• The sound levels were predicted as line of sight, whereas the equipment 
will in reality be working on a mine bench 10 or 15m below surface. The 
noise would be attenuated by the mine face, and by the indirect 
transmission path requirements. 

Life of Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 

Post-Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

B. WATER RESOURCES (Section 5.3, Hypotheses W-1, W-2 and W-3; Section 5.4, Hypotheses W-4 and W-5) 

. ' .·. :·· .. · ·, 

l!:tr\'irollili.enfal I$stl~/ , · · 

1. Changes in Flows 
(Section 5.3, W-1) 

• Surface water flows from undisturbed areas will be diverted around the 
mine closed circuit water system during mine operations by construction of 
diversion channels and perimeter interceptor ditches. 

• Aurora Mine North is located near a catchment divide at the headwaters of 
several small drainage basins. Consequently, stream diversions are not 
required at Aurora Mine North. The impact of drainage area taken out of 
circulation is minimized by locating the mine footprint in several basins. 

• Existing tributary streams entering the footprint of Aurora Mine South will 
be diverted in two stages to minimize impacts or receiving streams and to 
minimize the extent of the disturbed area during the early stages of 
development. 

• The second (final) diversion of the tributary streams at Aurora Mine South 
(built in year 2020) will be equipped with a bifurcation control structure to 
minimize changes in flow of Wapasu Creek during mine operations. 

• The diversion of the tributary streams at Aurora Mine South will be 
configured to minimize changes in drainage area of receiving streams. 

• The reclaimed landscape after mine closure will include a reclamation 
drainage system which will establish a suitable drainage network, with 
erosion and sedimentation characteristics equivalent to material analogues. 

• The end-pit lakes will be filled by pumping from the Athabasca River. 
This will occur after the Athabasca River water withdrawals for existing 
operations have been reduced. Athabasca River water withdrawals for 
filling the end-pit lakes will be temporary: two years for west end-pit lake; 
and five years for the south end-pit lake. 

Life of Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 

Post-Operation: 

• End-pit lake development will cause surface flows to be attenuated resulting in 
higher low flows and lower high lows. The net impact is Low in magnitude, Long
term in duration and Local in scope (Impact Type B; Positive). 

• End-pit lake development at the west pit will cause SO!Jie drainage of the muskeg 
terrain surrounding the pit. This impact is Moderate in magnitude, Long- term, and 
Local in scope (Impact Type B; Neutral or Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

B. WATER RESOURCES (Section 5.3, Hypotheses W-1, W-2 and W-3; Section 5.4, Hypotheses W-4 and W-5) (Continued) 

2. Changes in Area and 
Character ofWaterbodies 
(Section 5.3, W-2) 

• Losses in the area of lakes, ponds and streams will occur mainly in the 
mine footprint and minimally at the perimeter of the mine as a result of 
surficial aquifer dewatering in areas adjacent to the mine pits. 

• Excessive seepage from Kearl Lake to Aurora Mine South will be 
prevented by construction of a cutoff or installation of dewatering wells 
which will replace water lost from Kearl Lake. 

• End-pit lakes will be developed in the west pit and the south pit as part of 
the mine closure landscape. The lakes will add a large lake area to the 
region far greater than the quantity of lake area lost by mine development 
with productive capability for a range of land uses. 

• The network of drainage courses in the post-closure landscape will double 
the surface area of streams lost as a result of mine development and far 
exceed an objective of no net loss of fish habitat. 

Life of Operation and Post-Operation: 

• Development of end-pit lakes at the west and south pits will cause a significant 
increase in lake area far greater than the lake and watercourse area which was 
displaced by mine development. This impact is rated as High in magnitude, Long 
term in duration, and Local in scope (depending on the mine plans of potential 
nearby future oilsands mines) (bnpact Type A; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

B. WATER RESOURCES (Section 5.3, Hypotheses W-1, W-2 and W-3; Section 5.4, Hypotheses W-4 and W-5) (Continued) 

3. Changes in Surface Water 
Quality {Section 5.3, W -3) 

• No disturbance to critical sport fish habitat {e.g., Arctic grayling) from 
instream activity, dewatering and diversions. 

• Mine development plan designed to minimize impacts to Jackpine Creek 
and Muskeg River. 

• Water from diverted streams, muskeg drainage and surface runoff will be 
diverted through polishing ponds and/or wetlands to remove sediment and 
organic matter prior to discharge into receiving waterbodies. 

• Mining activities will be set back several hundred metres from major water 
courses {Athabasca River, Muskeg River and Jackpine Creek) to reduce 
impacts of erosion and sedimentation. 

• Pipelines crossing the Athabasca River will be installed on existing pipe 
racks underneath the Peter Lougheed Bridge and directional drilling will be 
used for all other pipeline water crossings so that instream construction will 
not be required. 

• Erosion control measures will be used to prevent sedimentation from near 
shore construction. 

• Out-of-pit tailings settling basins is designed and operated to accepted 
Canadian standards for fluid retention structures and will be monitored 
extensively. 

• All Aurora Mine facilities are well above the Athabasca River 1 in 100 year 
flood level. 

• All water and bitumen froth pipelines will be thicker than normal and 
pipelines that cross the Athabasca River will be double walled. 

• 1n the event of spills {e.g., pipeline ruptures, traffic accidents) into 
waterbodies Syncrude follows Area Regional Spill Containment Standards 
and has a highly trained emergency response team. ln addition, a mutual 
aid agreement is in place with the Fort McMurray Fire Department and 
Suncor lnc., Oil Sands Group to provide immediate additional backup, if 
necessary. 

Life of Operation: 

• During the construction and operations phase, water quality of Kearl Lake, 
Muskeg River, Stanley, Jackpine, Shelley, and Muskeg Creeks and Alsands Drain 
are predicted to be affected to varying degrees by reclamation waters in the areas 
of Aurora Mine North and South. The impacts in these waterbodies can be 
characterized as Low to Moderate in magnitude, Long-term (i.e., > 10 years) in 
duration, Continuous in frequency, Local in scale and Reversible (lmpact Type B 
or C; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

• Water quality of Kearl Lake, the Muskeg River, Stanley, Jackpine, Shelley, and 
Muskeg Creeks and the Alsands Drain are also predicted to be affected by 
reclamation waters. The impacts in these waterbodies can be characterized as 
Low to Moderate in magnitude, Long-term in duration, and Local in scope 
(Impact Type B or C; Negative). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

B. WATER RESOURCES (Section 5.3, Hypotheses W-1, W-2 and W-3; Section 5.4, Hypotheses W-4 and W-5) (Continued) 

3. Changes in Surface Water 
Quality (Section 5.3, W-3) 
(Continued) 

• Syncrude will develop specific protocols to deal with spills at water 
crossings which will meet or exceed the standard procedures used by the 
Alberta petroleum industry. 

• Plant sites will have closed circuit water recycle systems to contain surface 
run-off and sediment and thus prevent surface water contamination. 
Hydrotransport and tailing pipelines will only occur between the mine site 
and the extraction facility. Hence, any hydrotransport spills would be 
contained within the closed circuit water recycle system. 

• At water crossings, pipelines will be equipped with isolation valves on each 
bank of the water course. 

• Pipeline corridors will be inspected weekly for signs of leaks, the booster 
pumphouse will be inspected once per shift and there will be periodic 
internal pipeline inspections. 

• Designed to maximize recycling of reclamation water. 

' :. ·.-. •.'.', .. 

ReSidu~ ltl:t~~ct ·.· 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

B. WATER RESOURCES (Section 5.3, Hypotheses W-1, W-2 and W-3; Section 5.4, Hypotheses W-4 and W-5) (Continued) 

4. Changes in Flows and 
Levels of Groundwater 
(Section 5.4, W-4) 

• If required, a low penneability cut-off wall will be constructed between the 
South Pit and Kearl Lake to minimize ground flow inflow and impacts on 
Kearl Lake. 

• All basal aquifer depressurization water will be contained within the closed 
circuit operation of the mine and extraction plant. 

• Regular monitoring of water levels during Construction and Operation 
phase will be implemented. 

•• ...•. ·.~~~i(}u~flttliJact;•··· ·.· 

Life of Operation: 

• Within approximately 500 m to 1500 m of the East Pit, Centre Pit, and West Pit 
mining areas, there will be a reduction in water levels in the surficial aquifers. At 
the South Pit, water levels in the Pleistocene sand and gravel channel aquifer may 
be lowered up to 3000 m from the edge of the South Pit. With the exception of 
the area around West End-Pit Lake, this impact will for the most part be reversible 
upon closure of the mine as water levels will return to, or near, their pre-mining 
levels. This impact is considered to be Moderate to High in magnitude, Long
tenn in duration, Continuous over the Construction and Operation phase, 
Regional in scope, and, in general, Reversible (Impact Type A orB; Neutral). 

• Hydraulic heads in the basal aquifer will be reduced during operation within a 
large area surrounding the Aurora Mine. Deep percolation rates in these areas 
will increase as a result of basal aquifer depressurization. Seepage from the 
Athabasca River into the depressurization wells is also expected to occur. This 
impact is considered to be High in magnitude, Long-tenn in duration, Continuous 
over the Construction and Operation phase, Regional in scope, and Reversible 
(Impact Type A; Neutral). 

Post-Operation: 

• West End-Pit Lake will pennanently change groundwater levels and flow 
directions within the surficial aquifer along the western boundary of the Aurora 
Mine LSA. Water levels will be lowered within a 500 m to 1500 m distance from 
the fonner limit of the West Pit. West End-Pit Lake will receive groundwater 
discharge from both the surficial and basal aquifers, and it will recharge the basal 
aquifer along its westerly limit. This impact is considered to be Low to Moderate 
in magnitude, Long-tenn in duration, and Local in scope (Impact Type B or C; 
Neutral). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

B. WATER RESOURCES (Section 5.3, Hypotheses W-1, W-2 and W-3; Section 5.4, Hypotheses W-4 and W-5) (Continued) 

4. 

5. 

Changes in Flows and 
Levels of Groundwater 
(Section 5.4, W-4) 
(Continued) 

Changes in Quality of 
Groundwater 
(Section 5.4, W -5) 

• Seepage from the tailings disposal areas will be collected in a toe ditch and 
recycled into the extraction process. 

• Potential seepage in sand and gravel aquifers beyond the toe ditch of the 
tailings sand disposal areas will be minimized by a lower permeability cut
off "key" beneath the perimeter road into the underlying clays or 
McMurray Formation Oil Sands. 

• CT will be placed primarily below existing grade within the lower 
permeability deposits of the Upper and Middle McMurray Formation Oil 
Sands. 

• Tank level controls, berms, sumps, and drainage ponds will be constructed 
in accordance with industry standards to control potential spills or leaks of 
process fluids. 

• Aurora Mine solid wastes will be placed in the Mildred Lake Class II 
industrial landfill (refer to EUB Application, Section 9.2.1). 

• Basal aquifer depressurization wells will continue to be operated following 
the placement of CT, to collect CT seepage to the basal aquifer during 
mine operations. 

• Regular monitoring of groundwater quality will be implemented. 

Post-Operation (Continued): 

• The tailings sand disposal areas will result in locally increased rates of infiltration. 
This may subsequently result in increased groundwater discharge rates to area 
watercourses including Stanley Creek, Muskeg River, Shelley Creek, Jackpine 
Creek and Muskeg Creek. This impact is considered to be Low to Moderate in 
magnitude, Neutral and Local in scope (Impact Type B or C; Neutral). 

Post-Operation: 

• Long-term seepage from the CT and tailings sand disposal areas will impact 
groundwater quality in the Aurora Mine area. Water in the basal aquifer is 
currently considered non-potable, however locally, the surficial aquifers and the 
water in the CT and tailings sand disposal areas may become potable. This 
impact is considered to be Moderate to High in magnitude, and Local in scope 
(other impact terms not applicable) (Impact Type A, B, or C; Negative). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

C. AQUATIC RESOURCES (FISH AND WILDLIFE) (Section 5.8, Hypothesis AR-1; Section 5.7, Hypotheses AR-2 and AR-3) 

1. Change in Abundance or I • See features for Surface Water Quality, W-3. 
Health of Fish Populations 
(Section 5.8, AR-1) I • All facility crossings of the Muskeg River will be located at one site. 

• There will be no instream works in the Muskeg River. 

• Water withdrawal from the Athabasca River will be minimized by 
maximizing use of recycled water, and withdrawals will be minimized 
during periods of! ow flow. 

• Aquatic habitat established in the reclaimed landscape will include an end
pit lake, a system of drainage channels and wetlands/ponds in depressional 
lows. Native fishes may be introduced to the end-pit lakes. 

• No disturbance to critical sports fish habitat, e.g., Arctic grayling, from 
instream activity. 

• Stream drainages and diversions are staged to reduce disturbance to forage 
fish habitat at any point in time. 

Life of Operation: 

Walleye, Goldeye, Arctic Grayling and Longnose Sucker 

• No residual impacts on walleye, goldeye, or their habitat are anticipated during 
the life of the operation. 

Forage Fish 

• At Aurora Mine North approximately 2.2 ha of forage fish habitat will be lost, 
which represents less than 2% of the forage fish habitat (131 ha) in the LSA. This 
impact is considered Moderate in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Locl!l in 
scope and Reversible (Impact Type B; Negative). 

• At Aurora Mine South approximately 28.7 ha of forage fish habitat will be lost, 
which represents 22% of the available forage fish habitat (131 ha) in the LSA. 
This impact is considered High in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Local in 
scope and Reversible (Impact A; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

• Drainage restoration will restore approximately 60 ha of stream. These streams 
will provide forage fish habitat, which will replace more than double the amount 
of habitat lost during construction and operation. At Aurora North and South this 
will reverse the habitat loss incurred during construction and operation. Hence, 
this impact is considered High in magnitude, Long-term in duration and Local in 
scope (Impact Type A; Positive). 

• The impact of end-pit lake creation will be High in magnitude, Long-term in 
duration and Local in scale providing suitable fish habitat is created within the 
lakes. Approximately 2720 ha (27.2 km2

) of fish habitat will be created and could 
support species such as walleye, northern pike and lake trout (Impact Type A; 
Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

C. AQUATIC RESOURCES (FISH AND WILDLIFE) (Section 5.8, Hypothesis AR-1; Section 5.7, Hypotheses AR-2 and AR-3) 
(Continued) 

2. Changes in Abundance 
of Aquatic Wildlife 
Populations (Section 5.7, 
A-2andA·3) 

• The two tailings settling basins will have an oil recovery system and bird 
deterrents to minimize the potential for wildlife oiling. 

• As required, native trapper with a Wildlife Permit will be contracted to trap 
beaver at the periphery of the Aurora Mine development areas. 

• Aquatic habitat established in the reclaimed landscape will include two 
end-pit lakes with I 0% littoral zone and a system of drainage 
wetlands/ponds in depressional lows and watercourses. 

Life of Operation: 

Beaver 

• There may be a 54% decrease in the beaver (252 animals) in the Local Study Area 
due to stream dewatering (Hypothesis AR-2). This impact is High in magnitude, 
Continuous, Long-term in duration, Local in Scope, and Reversible (Impact 
Type A; Negative). 

Dabbling Ducks 

• Reduced availability of aquatic habitat may reduce dabbling duck populations 
within the LSA during the life of the operation. Other mechanical and human 
activity will disturb breeding ducks. The reversible loss of waterfowl populations 
in the LSA will likely be Low to Moderate in duration, Long-term in duration, 
Location in Scope and Reversible (Impact Type Band C; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

• The creation of end-pit lakes, and new wetlands and streams will restore the 
habitat lost in the LSA; i.e., a small local gain of aquatic habitat for beaver in the 
LSA is expected. Habitat that supports beaver colonies will be re-established 
within the LSA. This impact is High in magnitude, Long-term in duration and 
Local in Scope (Impact Type A; Positive). 

• Expanded and restored water surfaces, both lakes and streams will enhance 
dabbling duck habitat within the LSA in a short time. Dabbling duck populations 
are expected to increase beyond original populations. This impact is Low to 
Moderate in magnitude, Long-term in duration and Local in Scope (Impact 
Type B or C; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) 

1. Changes in Landfonns 
(Section 5.5, TR-1) 

.•• •J)~i~t~t~fe,sfMitig~~~~~~t~~llg•·· 
Landform disturbance and changes will be minimized by: 

• Selecting high quality ore body which maximizes the bitumen production 
per hectare, 

• Selecting initial mining locations at sharp boundaries between ore and 
waste, facilitating early progressive reclamation, 

• Utilizing composite tailings disposal reduces landform disturbance for out 
of pit disposal areas, and 

• Geotechnical design of the out of pit disposal areas ensures landform 
stability. 

Life of Operation: 

• There will be a temporary disturbance of 9917 ha of landforms during the 30 year 
operating period of the Syncrude Aurora Mine. The temporary impacts during 
operation will be High in magnitude, Long-term in Duration, Continuous, Local 
and Reversible (Impact Type A; Negative). 

• There will be a permanent burial of 5254 ha of landforms during the operation of 
the Syncrude Aurora mine project. These impacts will be High in magnitude, 
Long-term, Once, Local and Irreversible (Impact Type A; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

• There will be a re-establishment of 7827 ha of landforms (mine area, access roads, 
pipelines and plant sites that are similar to the pre-existing landforms). These 
impacts will be High in magnitude, Long-term, and Local in Scope (Impact 
Type A; Positive). 

• There will be 7323 ha of new landforms created due to the end-pit lakes and 
overburden and tailings disposal sites. These impacts will be High in magnitude, 
Long-term in duration, and Local in Scope (Impact Type A; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) 

2. Changes in Soil Capability I Total land disturbances will be minimized by: 
(Section 5.5, TR-2) 

• Selecting high quality ore body which maximizes the bitumen production 
per hectare, 

• Selecting initial mining locations at sharp boundaries between ore and 
waste, facilitating early progressive reclamation, 

• Utilizing composite tailings disposal reduces land disturbance for out of pit 
disposal areas, 

• Sequential mining facilitates early reclamation and minimizes net area 
disturbed, 

• Obtaining gravel from in the mining areas minimizes out of pit gravel 
excavation, and 

• Designing a road/utility corridor reduces the total disturbance required. 

Life of Operation: 

• A total of 15 171 ha of soils, or 38% of the LSA, will be disturbed during the 30 
year operational phase of the Aurora Mine. These residual impacts will be High in 
magnitude, Moderate to long-term in duration, Continuous, Local and Reversible 
(Impact Type A; Negative). 

Bitumount Soils 

The area of Bitumount soils will be decreased by 48% (1405 ha) in the LSA as a 
result of land disturbance. This is a High magnitude impact (Impact Type A; 
Negative). 

Dover Soils 

The area of Dover soils will be decreased by 38% (1126 ha) in the LSA as a result 
of land disturbance. This is a High magnitude impact (Impact Type A; Negative). 

Firebag Soils 

The area ofFirebag soils will be decreased by 26% (633 ha) in the LSA as a result 
ofland disturbance. This is a High magnitude impact (Impact Type A; Negative). 

Mclelland Soils 

The area of Mclelland soils will be decreased by 44% (2859 ha) in the LSA as a 
result of land disturbance. This is a High magnitude impact (Impact Type A; 
Negative). 

• Land capabilities may be decreased temporarily through soil mixing and burial, 
soil compaction and soil erosion. These residual impacts will be Low to Moderate 
in magnitude, Moderate to Long-term in duration, Continuous, Local and 
Reversible (Impact Type B or C; Negative). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

2. Changes in Soil Capability 
(Section 5.5, TR-2) 
(Continued) 

A reduction of soil capability due to soil erosion during the construction and 
operation phase will be minimized by: 

• The overburden and tailings disposal areas will be designed to maximize 
the geotechnical stability of the structures as described in Section 5.5.!.2., 

• Working surfaces and slopes will be graded to minimize runoff erosion, 

• Progressive reclamation during operations will minimize slope erosion, and 

• Establishing a barley nurse crop the following spring after reclamation 
material replacement will protect the soil from erosion. 

A reduction in soil capability through land based oil and chemical spills will 
be prevented by: 

• Proper pipeline design, 

• Regular monitoring of the pipelines, and 

• Spills will be immediately cleaned-up using field tested methods of the 
Area "Y" Oil Spill Co-operative. 

Life of Operation (Continued): 

• Drainage of soils prior to site development will be required for the Organic and 
Gleysolic soils, and will improve land capability along with land restoration. 
These residual impacts will be High in magnitude, Moderate to Long-term in 
duration, Continuous, Local and Reversible (Impact Type A; Positive). 

Post-Operation: 

• Reclamation will restore soil capability on 12 171 ha of the disturbed areas. 
About 2111 ha of soils will be permanently lost due to access road construction 
and development of end-pit lakes. This residual impact of soil capability 
replacement will be High in magnitude, Long-term, and Local in Scope (Impact 
Type A; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

2. Changes in Soil Capability I Soil capability will be restored by: 
(Section 5.5, TR-2) 
(Continued) • Salvaging suitable reclamation material over the life of the project, 

• Replacing 50 em of suitable reclamation material over all disturbed areas. 
The reclamation material will consist of 20 em of suitable upper lift 
reclamation material with an organic matter content of at least 20% 
(volume/volume), and 30 em of suitable mineral material for the lower lift, 
and 

• Capping the CT deposits with 100 em of conventional tailings sand and an 
additional 50 em of suitable reclamation material as described above. 

The potential impact of CT release water on soil capability will be mitigated 
by: 

• Capping the CT deposits with I 00 em of conventional tailings followed by 
50 em of suitable reclamation material, and 

• Regularly monitoring the quality of the reclamation material on all 
reclaimed areas. 

• Creating sand ridges on the CT deposits, to provide an optimum soil 
moisture regime and minimize accumulation of salts in the soil. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

3. Changes in the Structure 
and Diversity of Plant 
Communities 
(Section 5.6, TR-3) 

··· •····· ')•p~i~fea~f~#i;#ft?Ji!M~!Jitogng••····~·.••·· ·. 

• Minimum overburden removal in initial stage of pit development 
minimizes out of pit placement of overburden and land disturbance of out 
of pit disposal areas. 

• Clearing within tight pit limits and dewatering of the smallest practical 
area throughout the life of the operation to reduce land disturbance. 

• Minimum land disturbance for out of pit tailings disposal and utility 
corridor. 

• Phased clearing and early, progressive reclamation to minimize the period 
during which vegetation productivity is interrupted. 

• Successful reclamation, limiting erosion and establishment of streambeds. 

• Reclamation to vegetation commum!Ies native to the region, including 
those dominated by the following plant species: jack pine; aspen-jack 
pine; aspen; aspen-white spruce; white spruce; willow; and grasses. 

Life of Operation: 

• There will be a loss of 15 171 ha (38%) of the vegetation communities within the 
Local Study Area as a result of site clearing. The removal of vegetation is 
considered to be High in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Local in spatial 
extent, Continuous and Irreversible during the life of this project (Impact Type A; 
Negative). 

Aspen-White Spruce Communities 

There will be a 14% (5423 ha) decrease in the area of aspen-white spruce 
communities in the Local Study Area as a result of site clearing. This is High 
magnitude impact (Impact Type A; Negative). 

• There will be a loss of 8353 ha (21%) of wetland communities within the Local 
Study Area of which 5424 ha (36%) are fens. Of the fens, 516 ha (10%) are 
patterned fens. There will also be an undetermined disturbance of wetlands 
outside of the Local Study Area extending to a maximum distance of 2000 m 
from the mine areas. The disturbance of wetlands is High in magnitude, Long
term in duration, Regional, Continuous and Irreversible (Impact Type A; 
Negative). 

Riparian Shrub Communities 

There will be a 50% (316 ha) decrease in the area of riparian shrub communities 
in the Local Study Area as a result of site clearing (Impact Type A; Negative). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

3. Changes in the Structure 
and Diversity of Plant 
Conununities 
(Section 5.6, TR-3) 
(Continued) 

······,~~mtt~t\lre~tigati~~~~torlrig ...••..... :: ~ 

Post-Operation: 

• Of the 15 171 ha of the plant conununities within the Local Study Area lost as a 
result of site clearing approximately 12 171 ha (80% of the Aurora Mine) will be 
replaced with similar terrestrial vegetation conununities following reclamation. 
(does not include linear corridors for roads which are permanent structures or 
pipelines and powerlines that will be reclaimed inunediately following 
construction). The impacts will be High in magnitude, Long-term in duration and 
Local in spatial extent (other impact terms not applicable) (Impact Type A; 
Positive). 

Old Growth Forests 

Under proper forest management and timber harvest planning the area of old 
growth forest within the Local Study Area could increase from its possible 
maximum area of 4% to an area of 1254 ha (8% of LSA) (Impact Type A; 
Positive). 

Aspen-White Spruce Communities 

There will be a 12% (5423 ha) increase in the area of aspen-white spruce 
communities in the Local Study Area as a result of reclamation. This will 
increase the total area to 6156 ha (Impact Type A; Positive). 

Riparian Shrub Communities 

There will be a 213% increase in the area of riparian shrub conununities within 
the Local Study Area with the replacement of 1354 ha to willow/sedge shrublands 
(Impact Type A; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

4. Changes in Abundance of 
Terrestrial Wildlife 
Populations (Section 5.7, 
TR-4) 

·.•.· b~igf}f~tftr~~#~~~~~()~t99bli. 

• Clearing and reclamation of the mine site will be phased to reduce the size 
of the area of habitat disturbed at any one point in time. 

• The disturbed areas will be reclaimed to a mosaic of landforms and early 
to moderate successional habitat types that will evolve to white spruce, 
aspen-white spruce, aspen, jack pine-aspen, jack pine, willow and 
graminiod fen. 

• Activities adjacent to the Athabasca and Muskeg rivers and their 
tributaries will be constructed outside the critical winter period, consistent 
with Fish and Wildlife guidelines and over as short a period as practicable. 

• Syncrude personnel will be educated on wildlidfe and how to minimize 
disturbances. 

Life of Operation: 

Moose 

• There will be about a 35% decrease in habitat available (195.2 km2 or 7914 
Habitat Units [HUs]) over the Long-term to moose in the LSA due primarily to 
the removal of aspen communities and to disturbance (habitat avoidance). The 
increase in browse in areas of improved drainage will partially offset this negative 
effect. Not all moose displaced will suffer mortality, as populations in the area 
are thought to be below carrying capacity (Impact Type A; Negative). 

Black Bear 

• There will be about a 35% decrease in habitat available (148 km2 or 6346 HUs) to 
bear in the LSA over the Long-term due primarily to the removal of jack pine and 
aspen communities. Therefore, there may be a 35% decrease in bear in the LSA. 
Increased vehicle-wildlife collisions and mortality could result due to increased 
traffic levels north of the Peter Lougheed Bridge (Impact Type A; Negative). 

Snowshoe Hare 

• There will be up to a 36% decrease in habitat available (159 km2 or 9105 HUs) to 
hare in the LSA over the Long-term due primarily to the removal of aspen, white 
spruce and black spruce communities and to disturbance (habitat avoidance). All 
hare displaced may not suffer mortality, depending on cyclic population levels, 
there may be a 0 to 36% decrease in hare in the LSA (Impact Type A to C; 
Negative). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

4. 
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Changes in Abundance of 
Terrestrial Wildlife 
Populations (Section 5.7, 
TR-4) (Continued) 

Life of Operation (Continued): 

Fisher 

• There will be up to a 36% decrease in habitat available (5974 HUs) to fisher in 
the LSA over the Long-term due primarily to the removal of jack pine/aspen, 
white spruce/ jack pine and aspen communities and habitat for prey species, and 
this may result in a 36% decrease in the fisher population (Impact Type A; 
Negative). 

Red-back Vole 

• There will be up to a 36% decrease in habitat available (7343 HUs) to red-backed 
vole in the LSA over the Long-term due primarily to the removal of aspen and 
white spruce communities (Impact Type A, Negative). 

Great Gray Owl 

• There will be up to a 39% decrease in habitat available (3188 HUs) to great gray 
owl in the LSA over the Long-term due primarily to the removal of graminoid fen 
and white spruce communities for nesting and for hunting of prey species (Impact 
Type A; Negative). 

Ruffed Grouse 

• There will be up to an 8% decrease in habitat available (3332 HUs) to ruffed 
grouse in the LSA over the Long-term due primarily to the removal of aspen 
communities with buffaloberry, saskatoon and balsam fir. Populations of ruffed 
grouse may be 8% lower than they otherwise would be during the 9-10 year cycle 
within the LSA (Impact Type B; Negative). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

4. Changes in Abundance of 
Terrestrial Wildlife 
Populations (Section 5.7, 
TR-4) (Continued) 

Life of Operation (Continued): 

Cape May Warbler 

• There will be up to a 12% decrease in habitat available (4612 HUs) to Cape May 
warbler in the LSA over the Long-term due primarily to the removal of mature 
white spruce, black spruce and larch communities (Impact Type A; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

Moose 

• Over time, site reclamation will replace most of the quality and capabilities of 
habitat (6230 HUs reclaimed and no longer avoided) that will be lost due to 
clearing of the Aurora Mine. Reclaimed habitat will not provide higher capability 
after the end of the operation, and numbers of moose will remain depressed in the 
LSA unless habitat management and moose management strategies are 
implemented to enhance moose populations. After several years, the successional 
vegetation will provide about 78% of the habitat capability lost through clearing 
and avoidance. As a second growth species moose should re-occupy the Aurora 
Mine site very quickly after reclamation. The replacement of habitat is High in 
magnitude, Long-term in duration, Phased over time and Local in Scope (Impact 
Type A; Positive). 

Black Bear 

• Reclaimed habitat will not provide capability equivalent to pre-disturbance levels 
for several years after the end of the operation, and numbers of bear will remain 
depressed in the Local Study Area (Impact Type B; Negative). After several 
years, mid-successional vegetation will provide higher capability habitat for bear 
(up to 13% higher value) than existed prior to disturbance. The replacement of 
habitat is High in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Phased over time and Local 
in Scope (Impact Type A; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

4. Changes in Abundance of 
Terrestrial Wildlife 
Populations (Section 5.7, 
TR-4) (Continued) 

··.k~~i~~~t4r~~g~M~~~t~~~g·•••··.·. 

Post-Operation (Continued): 

Snowshoe Hare 

• Reclaimed habitat will provide 66% of the capability (6190 HUs reclaimed and 
no longer avoided) for hare that was provided by the pre-disturbance landscape. 
The replacement of habitat is High in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Phased 
over time and Local in Scope (Impact Type A; Positive), 

Fisher 

• Reclaimed habitat will not provide as much capability for fisher for 40 to 60 years 
after the end of the operation, and numbers of fisher will remain low in the Local 
Study Area (Impact Type B; Negative). After 40 to 60 years, late successional 
vegetation will restore up to 85% of the original capability habitat for fisher for 
the Long-term. The replacement of habitat is High in magnitude, Long-term in 
duration, Phased over time and Local in Scope (Impact Type A; Positive). 

Red-back Vole 

• Reclaimed habitat will replace 85% of the capability (6263 HUs) for red-back 
vole that was provided in the pre-disturbance landscape. This replacement of 
habitat is High in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Phased over time and Local 
in Scope (Impact Type A; Positive). 

Great Gray Owl 

• Reclaimed habitat will provide habitat capability (5677 new HUs) in excess of 
pre-disturbance habitat in the LSA. After 80 years, climax vegetation will provide 
higher capability habitat for owls (up to 178% higher value) than existed prior to 
disturbance in the LSA (Impact Type A; Positive) and >1% increase in the RSA. 
This replacement of habitat is High in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Phased 
over time and Local in Scope (Impact B; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

4. Changes in Abundance of 
Terrestrial Wildlife 
Populations (Section 5.7, 
TR-4) (Continued) 

·.··.·····•·••••~~~~·~~i~f~ui#~i~r~~~~llg. 

Post-Operation (Continued): 

Ruffed Grouse 

• Reclaimed habitat will provide capability ( 4929 HUs) in excess of pre-disturbance 
levels for several years after the end of the operation, and numbers of grouse may 
increase in the LSA. After several years, mid-successional vegetation will provide 
higher capability habitat for grouse (up to 148% higher value) than existed prior 
to disturbance in the LSA. This replacement of habitat is High in magnitude, 
Long-term in duration, Phased over time and Local in Scope (Impact Type B; 
Positive) (Impact Type A; Positive). 

Cape May Warbler 

• Reclaimed habitat will provide 45% of the capability (2054 HUs) provided to 
Cape May warblers in the pre-disturbance landscape. Although this capability 
will not be replaced for up to 80 years when spruce forest achieves sufficient 
maturity, the replacement of habitat is High in magnitude, Long-term in duration 
and Local in Scope (Impact Type A; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

D. TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES (TERRAIN, SOILS, VEGETATION, WILDLIFE AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(Section 5.5, Hypotheses TR-1 and TR-2; Section 5.6, Hypothesis TR-3; Section 5.7, Hypothesis TR-4; Section 7, Hypothesis 
TR-5) (Continued) 

5. Changes in the Number 
and Integrity of Historical 
Resource Sites (Section 7, 
TR-5) 

·.·.·D4i~f~~t~f~~~a~i.~~~t9r:illg·•. 

• A Historical Resources Management Plan (HRMP) wiii be developed and 
implemented. 

• The HRMP wiii include Historical Resource Impact Assessment and 
Historical Resource Mitigative studies designed to meet government 
regulatory requirements. 

Life of Operations: 

• Collectively, the magnitude of primary impacts on the Precontact Native 
archaeological resources due to surface disturbances is anticipated to be Moderate 
to High, of Long-term duration, occurring Intennittently during the mine's 
lifetime, Provincial in scope and Irreversible (Impact Type A orB; Negative). 

• The magnitude of primary impacts on Precontact Native archaeological resources 
at the site-specific level due to surface disturbances is anticipated to be Low to 
Moderate, of Long-term duration, occurring Intennittently during the mine's 
lifetime, Regional to Provincial in scope and Irreversible (Impact Type B or C; 
Negative). 

• The magnitude of primary impacts on Postcontact Native historical resources due 
to surface disturbances is anticipated to be Moderate to High in magnitude, of 
Long-term duration, occurring continuously during the mine's lifetime, Local in 
scope and Irreversible (Impact Type A orB; Negative). 

• The magnitude of primary impacts on Palaeontological resources due to below
surface disturbances is anticipated to be Low to Moderate, Long-term in duration, 
occurring Intennittently during the mine's lifetime, Regional to Provincial in 
scope and Irreversible (lmpacct Type B or C, Negative). 

• The HRMP wiii contribute to mitigating the impacts which will occur during the 
operation of the Aurora Mine (Impact Type A; Positive). 

• Secondary impacts to Historical Resource sites on vacant or occupied Crown 
Lands within the LSA outside of the fenced Aurora Mine sites may result from 
increased regional recreationist use and other regional developments as an 
economic consequence of the Aurora Mine. This Moderate to High magnitude, 
Long-term impact, Intermittent in frequency, Local to Provincial in scope and 
Irreversible (Impact Type A orB; Negative). 

Post-Operations: 

• No key residual impact. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

E. RESOURCE USE (Section 5.9, Hypotheses RU-1, RU-2, RU-3, RU-4 and RU-5) 

1. 

2. 

Changes in Tree 
Productivity and Timber 
Harvest Potential 
(Section 5.9, RU-1) 

Changes in Fishing 
Opportunities (Section 5.9, 
RU-2) 

··•••·•••n~~£~·y~~e~~a~~~Jhlto~i#g 

• Minimum land disturbance for overburden removal, out of pit tailings 
disposal and utility corridor. 

• Merchantable timber will be salvaged. 

• Phased clearing and early, progressive reclamation to minimize the period 
during which vegetation productivity is interrupted. 

• Successful reclamation, limiting erosion and establishment of streambeds. 

• Reclamation will return the land capability for forest production to greater 
than that of the pre-disturbance landscape. 

• Continued research into reclamation to improve forest productivity 

• Existing sportfish fisheries will not be disturbed. 

• Two end-pit lakes will be designed to support sportfish and will be 
stocked. 

• Improved access to east side of the Athabasca River to Aurora North Mine. 

Life of Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 

Post-Operation: 

• There will be an increase in timber production as a result of an increase in the 
land capability for forest productivity and the re-establishment of 9480 ha of 
forests that will support commercial trees (250% increase). This increase in 
timber production is High in magnitude, Long-term in duration and Local in 
Scope (Impact Type A; Positive). 

Life of Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 

Post-Operation: 

• There should be an increase in fishing opportunities in the Local Study Area after 
closure over the long-term, primarily due to creation of the West and South pit 
lakes and improved access. The effect will be Moderate in magnitude, Long-term 
in duration and Local in Scope (Impact Type B; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

E. RESOURCE USE (Section 5.9, Hypotheses RU-1, RU-2, RU-3, RU-4 and RU-5) 

3. 

4. 

Changes in Hunting and 
Trapping Opportunities 
(Section 5.9, RU-3) 

Changes in Food 
Gathering Opportunities 
(Section 5.9, RU-4) 

• Reclamation to vegetation habitat that will support game and fur bearing 
species. 

• Improved access to east side of the Athabasca River to Aurora North Mine. 

• Re-establishment of harvestable plants including berry producers, trees, 
shrubs, herbaceous plants and mosses to provide for a variety of traditional 
and non-traditional uses. 

• Improved access to east side of the Athabasca River. 

Life of Operation: 

• There will be a decrease in hunting and trapping opportunities in the Local Study 
Area during construction and operation of the Aurora Mine due to reduced 
abundance of terrestrial and aquatic wildlife populations and restricted access to 
the development area. The magnitude of this effect is Moderate, Long-term, 
Local and Reversible (Impact Type B; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

• There will be an increase in hunting and trapping opportunities for some game 
species and a decrease for other species available over the long-term (20 years), as 
some terrestrial and aquatic species populations will increase and others will 
decrease in the reclaimed landscape. Access will be improved within Leases 10, 
12 13, 31 and 34, and new roads will provide access to the end-pit lakes. The 
increase in hunting and trapping opportunities is Moderate, Long-term and Local 
in Scope (Impact Type B; Positive and Negative). 

Life of Operation: 

• There will be a decrease in food and medicinal/spiritual plant gathering 
opportunities during construction and operation in the Local Study Area due to a 
decrease in abundance of harvestable plants and restricted access to existing plant 
harvest sites. The magnitude will be High, Moderate in duration and Local to 
Regional in impact. Frequency will be intermittent coinciding with clearing 
operations (Impact Type A; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

• There will be a general increase in the harvestable plants within the development 
area after closure of the Aurora Mine. The decline in food and medicinal/spiritual 
plant gathering opportunities for some plant species in the Local Study Area will 
continue in the short-term after reclamation. Over the long-term, this will 
improve as native plants establish on reclaimed sites. Access to harvestable plants 
will be increased through the upgrading of existing roads and the construction of 
new roads. The magnitude will be High, Long-term in duration, and the extent of 
impact is Local to Regional (Impact Type A; Positive). 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

E. RESOURCE USE (Section 5.9, Hypotheses RU-1, RU-2, RU-3, RU-4 and RU-5) (Continued) 

5. Changes in 
Non-Consumptive 
Resource Use 
(Section 5.9, RU-5) 

.· ...•. {•besigtt.JJeil#&~#~~~~~~Iii-~rmg•·•· 

• No water intake within the Athabasca River valley. 

• Minimum land disturbance for overburden removal, out of pit tailings 
disposal and utility corridor to limit aesthetic impact. 

• No impact to historical sites or First Nations Reserve Lands. 

• Improved access to east side of the Athabasca River to Aurora North Mine. 

• Enhanced diversity of aquatic and terrestrial recreation activities through 
the creation of end-pit lakes, hills and a mosaic of vegetation communities. 

Life of Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 

Post-Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued). 

F. HUMAN HEALTH AND PUBLIC SAFETY (Section 5.10, Hypothesis H-1; Section 5.11, Hypothesis H-2) 

1. 

2. 

Changes in Human Health I • See features for Air Quality, A-1. 
(Section 5.10, H·l) 

Change in Public Safety 
(Section 5.11, H-2) 

• See features for Surface Water Quality, W-3. 

• Capping layer added on reclamation deposits to reduce or eliminate direct 
exposure to subsoil materials. 

• Aurora Health Hazard Assessments and Surveillance Program in place to 
monitor occupational health and safety. 

• Tailings settling basin dyke walls have instrumentation to monitor for 
slippage and leakage and design approach based on extensive experience. 

• Majority of pipeline route is in remote area with low potential for exposure 
to public. 

• Increased corrosion allowance, and periodic internal inspections to reduce 
chance at an accidental release. 

• Athabasca River crossing on Peter Lougheed Bridge will be double 
sleeved. 

• River crossings will be equipped with isolation values to minimize 
potential release volume and duration. 

• Emergency Response Plans being developed for slope failures and 
pipelines breaks. 

• Highway 963 north of Peter Lougheed Bridge to be upgraded to primary 
highway standards to safely handle increased traffic. 

• Syncrude employees trained in defensive driving to avoid accidents. 

• Loss management program to identify potential problems and implement 
follow-up actions. 

Life of Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 

Post-Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 

Life of Operation: 

• The increased risk to public safety due to traffic accidents is considered to be Low 
to Moderate in magnitude, Long-term in duration, Continuous through the life of 
the project, Local in scope and Irreversible (Impact Type B or C; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

• No key residual impacts. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued) 

G. SOCIO-ECONOMICS (Section 8) 

EnVii'ollllli!lltP ~IS$Ue 

1. Temporary increase in 
housing demand during 
construction phase 

2. Temporary increase in 
demands for recreational, 
health and safety services 
during the construction 
phase. 

3. Increased usage of 
Highway963 

4. Reduced opportunities for 
traditional and non
traditional land uses 

I ······•·•······r}~i~f~!JJr~~tigaf!~~~in,torillg•· ...•. · .. ·.· .. 

• Use of construction camp to accommodate most of the Aurora Mine 
construction work force. 

• Use of construction camp, including on site recreational facilities, to 
accommodate most of the Aurora Mine construction work force. 

• Use of construction camp to minimize commuting construction workers 
and provision of bus transportation for operation phase workers. 

• Ongoing consultation with the affected Native commuml!es, especially 
Fort McKay; completed compensation agreements with affected trappers, 
staged on-site tree removal at project inception and reclamation of the 
mine site at project completion. 

I .. Resi~~al#lt~~kt 

Life of Operation: 

• Minor upward pressure on the housing market in the urban service area of Fort 
McMurray. 

Post-Operation: 

• No key residual impact. 

Life of Operation: 

• Minor and time-limited increase in demand for recreational and social services in 
the urban service area of Fort McMurray. 

Post-Operation: 

• No key residual impact. 

Life of Operation: 

• Minor increase in highway usage. 

Post-Operation: 

• No key residual impact. 

Life of Operation: 

• Reduced traditional and non-traditional land uses during the life of the mine. 

Post-Operation: 

• No key residual impact. 
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Table 1.5.1 Summary of Key Residual Impacts of the Aurora Mine (Continued) 

G. SOCIO-ECONOMICS (Section 8) (Continued) 

5. Long-term increase in 
property tax base for the 
Municipality of Wood Buffalo 

6 Long-term increase in 
household and business 
income in the region 

····•·.·J)~~~fil#t.t~~g'ati()~~~t~ring •.•.• 
'"'""" ... ··'-····-:;:-'·.;·· .·· ...... "" ..... . 

• Ongoing efforts of Syncrude to work with local area and especially Native
owned businesses for tbe provision of goods and services. 

Life of Operation and Post-Operation: 

• Lower municipal taxes or higher level of services than would be the case in the 
absence of the project. 

Life of Operation and Post-Operation: 

• Increased level of economic activity, household, and business income. 
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Table 1.5.2 Summary of Undetermined Impacts of the Aurora Mine. 

·.:Eiivironmenbilifssu¢···•···.··· .. -·· .. ··.··.· ··.·.· ·· .. · "'. """· ,·.·-:·.·;······· 

1. Changes in Air Quality 
(Section 5.2, A-1) 

2. Change in Soil Capability 
(Section 5.5, TR-2) 

3. Changes in the Structure and 
Diversity of Plant Communities 
(Section 5.6, TR-3) 

4. Changes in Terrestrial Wildlife 
Populations (Section 5.7, TR-4) 

5. Changes in Human Health 
(Section 5.10, H-1) 

Post-Operation: 

• Beyond the life of the Aurora Mine, potential sources for emissions include the release of hydrocarbon vapours from the reclaimed landscape (e.g., 
emissions from dry land reclamation of composite tailings (CT) and mine areas) and from the lakes associated with the tailings settling basins. This 
impact is considered to be Unknown in magnitude, Negative in direction, Long-term in frequency, Local in scope and Unknown in degree of 
reversibility. The direction and reversibility have been categorized as unknown, since the nature of the reclaimed surface has not been determined 
(Impact Type Undetermined). · 

Post-Operation: 

Seepage from the CT deposits may temporarily contaminate soils. Further monitoring will be required to define the magnitude and extent of any 
impacts. These residual impacts will be Unknown in magnitude, Moderate to Long-term, Continuous, Local to Regional and Reversible. This 
potential impact was identified due to lack of data and the subsequent protective conservative assumptions incorporated into this analysis (Impact 
Type Undetermined; Negative). 

Post-Operation: 

Patterned Fens 

• There will be a decrease in the area of wetland communities in the Local Study Area as a result of site clearing. Wetland communities will develop 
through successional changes to the seasonal wetlands created during reclamation, however, patterned fens are not anticipated to re-establish for a 
very long time (Impact Type Undetermined). 

Post-Operation: 

The residual impacts on terrestrial wildlife from inhalation of air emissions from CT deposits, is Undetermined due to lack of data. 

Post-Operation: 

• The residual impacts on human health associated with use of the reclaimed Aurora Mine pertain to potential impacts from inhalation of air emissions 
from CT deposits. This potential impact was identified due to lack of data (Impact Type Undetermined). 

• The residual impacts on human health associated with use of the reclaimed Aurora Mine pertain to potential impacts from ingestion of plant foods 
grown on these deposits. This potential impact was identified due to lack of data and the subsequent protective conservative assumptions 
incorporated into this analysis (Impact Type Undetermined). 
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Table 1.5.3 Cumulative Effects Summary. 

Significant Natural Features 
(Westworth 1990): Terrain, 
Vegetation and Wildlife 

Air: NOx emissions 

Air: C02 emissions 

Surface Water Quantity: changes 
to Athabasca River flow due to 
effects of water withdrawal, mine 
water releases, and changes in 
surface water yield from catchment 
runoff 

Surface Water Quality: 
Reclamation Water Releases 

Surface Water Quality: 
Acidifying Emissions 

Where effects occur, they are mainly due to linear 
corridors (roads, utilities, exploration) and recreational 
use. Timber harvesting by Al-Pac/Northlands has not 
impacted existing features. Future harvesting will be 
approved by AEP to ensure protection. 

Regional NO, emissions are estimated to be 93.4 tid. 
Maximum hourly NOx concentrations at the Aurora 
Mine due to existing sources are expected to be 25 to 
30 Jlg/m3

• 

C02 emissions in 1995 were 35 065 tid and in the future 
will be about 47 103 tid. 

Changes to flow due to existing disturbance range from 
-0.315 m3/s currently, to -0.531 m3/s in the future due to 
mining, to+ 0.019 m3/s after reclamation. 

Projected (modelled) releases by Suncor-Steepbank and 
Syncrude-Mildred Lake predict an area of elevated CT 
water (> 1%) along the west bank of the Athabasca 
River. 

The 3 0.3 kmol H+lha/a contour (approximate critical 
loading value for sensitive lakes) is restricted to a small 
area immediately around the existing oil sands facilities. 
No nearby sensitive lakes. 

The Aurora Mine will disturb a small portion of the Fort 
Hills (terrain feature of regional significance) 

It will disturb 438 ha of patterned fens (1% total RSA 
fen area) that are within a protective buffer (CNT 
(960071 00) for the Fort Hills significant landform. 

Some dewatering of watercourses, such as East Jackpine 
Creek (designated regionally significant, contains river 
otter habitat) may occur; this will be small scale, limited 
effect and reversible through reclamation and 
establishment of new watercourses. 

NOx emissions are expected to be 5.6 tid from 1 Train 
to 22.8 tid from 2 Trains in 2001. 

C02 emissions (Aurora Mine-Train 1) are expected to 
be 2130 tid. 

Incremental changes to flow due to the Aurora Mine 
ranges from -0.261 m3/s in the future due to mining, to 
-0.149 m3/s after reclamation. 

Under worst-case conditions, an incremental area of 
> 1% CT water concentration is predicted along the east 
bank as a result of drainage from the reclaimed Aurora 
Mine landscape. 

S02 and NO, emissions from the Aurora Mine are low, 
only 1 tid of S02 and 6 tid of NOx (Train 1). These 
emissions account for < 0.4 and 6% of regional S02 and 
NO, (Train 1) emissions. 

Cumulative effects include existing disturbances plus 
the disturbance of a small portion of the Fort Hills. 

Cumulative effects include existing disturbances plus 
the disturbance of 1% RSA of patterned fens at 
McClelland Lake. 

Cumulative effects include existing disturbances plus 
minor flow changes in East Jackpine Creek. 

NOx contributions due to the Aurora Mine stationary 
sources is expected to increase the NOx concentrations 
at the Aurora Mine due to existing sources from 25-
30 Jlg/m3 to 50-60 Jlg/m3 range. These values are much 
less than the N02 guideline of 400 Jlg/m3

. 

C02 emissions (Aurora Mine-Train 1) are about 5% of 
the regional C02 emissions, in the future. 

Cumulative changes in flow range from -0.315 m3/s 
currently, to -0.792 m3/s in the future due to mining, to 
-0.130 m3/s after reclamation. 

Cumulative effects on water quality due to reclamation 
water releases are not expected to adversely affect 
human health or aquatic biota. 

AEP is reviewing critical loading values for lakes, and 
is updating their database of sensitive lakes in north
eastern Alberta. Once complete, a more rigid analysis 
of potential impact will be possible. 
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Table 1.5.3 Cumulative Effects Summary (Continued). 

Soils Disturbance 

Vegetation 

Wetlands 

Wildlife Habitat based on Habitat 
Units (HU) for Key Indicator 
Species (KIR) .. 

Fish Health: Athabasca River 

Fish Habitat 

Existing disturbances to soils in the RSA, total 
104 795 ha, or 10% ofRSA. 

Total existing and proposed vegetation disturbances in 
the RSA, up to the closure date of the Aurora Mine 
(2042), totall04 795 ha, or 10% ofRSA. 

Total existing and proposed wetland effects in the RSA 
amount to 7797 ha. 

Existing disturbances account for a 6.5% loss of habitat 
for wildlife. The most substantial permanent 
disturbance for wildlife in the RSA is residential 
development at Fort McMurray (2109 ha). 

Background toxicity from effluent releases from the 
existing Syncrude and existing and proposed Suncor 
operations 

Proposed and existing oil sand mines have impacted 
Ruth Lake, Mildred Lake, Poplar Creek, Beaver River, 
Leggett Creek, Wood Creek and the unnamed creek that 
drains into Shipyard Lake Wetlands. Habitat loss 
associated with Syncrude's Mildred Lake Facility and 
the Steepbank Mine will be reversed by reclamation. 

Incremental disturbances in the RSA from the Aurora 
Mine will total of 15 171 ha (1.5% of RSA) of which 
only 21 ha will be permanent disturbances (<1% of 
RSA). 

The development of the Aurora Mine will increase the 
disturbance area by 15 171 ha (1.5% of RSA). Only 
21 ha ( <1% of RSA) will be permanent. 

Aurora Mine will have an incremental increase on 
wetlands of 8353 ha (1.5% of the wetlands in the RSA). 

Incremental loss of HUs due to vegetation clearing 
range from 2.3% of RSA for snowshoe hare to 1.4% of 
RSA for great gray owl. 

The zone of elevated CT was largely comprised of only 
I to 2% CT water which is equal to the NOEC for fish 
health endpoints or slightly greater, but five to ten times 
lower than the LOEC. 

Incremental fish habitat loss due to the proposed Aurora 
Mine was assessed as an approximate loss of 30.9 ha of 
forage fish habitat in Muskeg and Athabasca River 
tributaries and no loss of sport fish habitat. At Aurora 
Mine, the total increase in lakes and ponds created 
during reclamation is 2 720 ha plus 60 ha of 
watercourses. The net result is a significant 
improvement in habitat quality and a gain in habitat 
quantity. 

Cumulative disturbances in the RSA total 119 966 ha 
(12% of RSA), of which 3489 ha (<1% of RSA) are 
permanent disturbances and 116 477 (11% of RSA) are 
temporary disturbances. 

Cumulative disturbances in the RSA total 119 966 ha 
(12% of RSA), of which 3489 ha ( <1% of RSA) are 
permanent disturbances and 116 477 (11% of RSA) are 
temporary disturbances. 

The cumulative effect of wetlands in the RSA is 
16 150 ha (3% of wetlands in the RSA). 

Cumulative effects to wildlife habitat range from 7.5 to 
9.1% of the RSA, of which Aurora Mine effects to KIR 
species habitat are a small part. 

Adverse effects on fish health in the Athabasca River 
are unlikely as a result of the cumulative levels from 
existing and proposed water releases. 

Although there will be some fish habitat loss during the 
operations of the oil sand facilities, the establishment of 
lakes and watercourses during reclamation will more 
than replace the lost habitat. 
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Table 1.5.3 Cumulative Effects Summary (Continued). 

it~~~:lllil~i 
Resource Use: Fishing 

Resource Use: Forestry 

Resource Use: Hunting and 
Trapping 

Resource Use: Harvestable Plants 

Increased Access 

Human Health: Noise Effects 

There will be some reduced opportunities for fishing 
during the construction and operations of existing or 
proposed oil sand plants, until watercourses and lakes 
have been established through reclamation. 

The greatest effect to the area of merchantable forest in 
the RSA will be from timber harvesting by Alberta 
Pacific Forest Industries and Northland Forest Products 
(99% of total effect). The total area harvested by 
Alberta Pacific Forest Industries and Northland Forest 
Products in the 30 year period prior to the year 2042 
will be 71 057 ha (14% of RSA). Other activities will 
also result in loss of merchantable forests. 

Developments result in 6.5% loss of habitat and wildlife 
populations, and thus hunting and trapping 
opportunities. 

Existing disturbances within the RSA have disturbed 
104 795 ha of vegetation or 10% of the RSA. Of this 
area, 3468 ha ( <1% of the RSA) is permanent loss; and 
could result in a decrease in traditional and non
traditional use of vegetation for medicinal, dietary, 
ritual, utensil and dyes. 

There are roughly 300 km of major roadways within the 
RSA. As well, there are numerous smaller access routes 
related to seasonal roads, trails and exploration linear 
disturbances and utility right-of-ways. 

Sources of noise that may contribute to cumulative 
effects include those related to Syncrude and Suncor' s 
existing projects, the proposed Steepbank and Aurora 
Mines, Solv-Ex, AOSTRA, Northlands Forest Products, 
and various mine sources. 

No effect to sport fish or fishing opportunities. 
Reclamation will enhanced fish habitat with the creation 
of 2720 ha of lakes and ponds and approximately 60 ha 
of drainages, and thus enhance fishing opportunities. 

The annual salvage of timber from the Aurora Mine will 
be less than 1% of the FMA and quota Annual 
Allowable Cut. The area to be harvested from the 
Aurora Mine is 3830 ha ( <1% of RSA). 

The Aurora Mine will further reduce habitat for 
snowshoe hare and moose by 2% and for black bear, 
fisher and ruffed grouse by 1%. 

Only 21 ha of Aurora disturbance will be permanent. 
Drawdown of the surficial aquifer will increase the 
productivity of 3836 ha of land that produces 
harvestable plants. 

Roads to Aurora Mine represent a 7 km (2.3%) 
incremental increase in permanent roads in the RSA. 
Aurora Mine roads would represent far less than a 2.3% 
incremental increase if all other existing access roads, 
trails and pathways were considered. 

Given the distance of the Aurora Mine from the other 
developments, it is not expected that activities at the 
Aurora Mine contribute to incremental increases of 
noise at other sites in the RSA. 

Although there could be some cumulative reduction in 
fishing opportunities during construction and 
reclamation, reclamation will result in improved 
opportunities. 

The combined total AAC volume is 3 301 200 m3/yr. 
Combining forest harvesting by Alberta Pacific Forest 
Industries and Northland Forest Products and by 
Syncrude for the Aurora Mine, 15% of the RSA will be 
affected. 

The cumulative effect will result in a maximum 
decrease of 7 to 8% in the hunting and trapping 
opportunities over the moderate to long-term. 

Cumulative existing and proposed disturbances to the 
year 2042, are 119 966 ha or 11% of the RSA, of which 
3489 is permanent. 

The cumulative effect is approximately 307 km of major 
roadways, plus other existing smaller access roads, trails 
and pathways. 

Cumulative effects are not significantly increased by the 
Aurora Mine. 
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Table 1.5.3 Cumulative Effects Summary (Concluded). 

itJ~~~f~f~c 
Increase in housing demand during 
construction and operations phases 
of Solv-Ex, Suncor, and Syncrude 
projects. 

Limited increase in demands for 
recreational, health and safety 
during the construction and 
operational phases of various 
projects. 

Increased usage of Highway 963. 

Reduced opportunities for 
traditional and non-traditional land 
uses. 

Long term increase in property tax 
base for the Municipality of Wood 
Buffalo. 

Long term increase in household 
and business income in the region. 

Minor increase in long term 
population of the urban service 
area of Fort McMurray. 

Use of construction camps to accommodate most of the 
construction work forces. 

Use of construction camps, including on site 
recreational facilities, to accommodate most of the 
construction work forces. 

Use of construction camps to minimize commuting 
construction workers and provision of bus 
transportation for operation phase workers associated 
with various projects. 

Ongoing consultation with the affected Native 
communities, especially Fort McKay; reclamation of 
project mine sites at project completion. 

Ongoing efforts of project proponents to work with local 
area and especially Native-owned businesses for the 
provision of goods and services. 

Increase take-up of municipal infrastructure already in 
place. 

Some upward pressure on the housing market in the 
urban service area of Fort McMurray 

Minor increase in demand for recreational and social 
services in the urban service area of Fort McMurray. 

Minor increase in highway usage, but remaining well 
within the rated capacity of the road. 

Reduced traditional and non-traditional land uses 
during the life of the mine. 

Lower municipal taxes or higher level of services than 
would be the case in the absence of the projects. 

Increased level of economic activity, household, and 
business income. 

Increased population in the urban service area of Fort 
McMurray. 
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